Chapter III
Development of Jyotiþ÷àstra and Karman in the
Literature
The form of Karman and the conception and accordingly the utility of
Jyotiþ÷àstra carries a variance in the culture. The correlation thereby appears phase
wise and can be divided into five broad periods, the Sa§hità Period, the Bràhmaõa
Period, the Upaniùad Period, the Smçti or Vedàïga Period and the post-Greek or
Varàha Period.

A. Sa§hità Period
In the early Sa§hità period the foremost aspect of Vedic religion appears in a
mythological form. The ègveda is an expression of human conception about the
natural powers in the forms of personifications and worship of an aggregate of nature
and light deities, invoked in the sacrificial rituals.
The attributes of these deities were essentially the multiple forms of the
animated cosmos personalized by the Vedic men in communion with human qualities
and actions. Worship of these deities were supposed to sub serve their ideals and
purposes regarding the present life and the future one.
While the speculations related to cosmology were getting pantheistic
(RV.X.90), the elementary study of Sun and Moon as technical time measuring
devices was getting systematized into various divisions of cosmos brought forth by
the luminaries, its qualities being studied for ritual utility from Vedic point of view.
Ritual actions were already in an organized form with worship in Atharvaveda in the
form of domestic and magical rites, more so in the Yajurveda where correct
performance of sacrifices was the principal aim, the nature deities of ègveda being
loosely connected with the actual ritual. Proper time to conduct the sacrificial rites
was the chief requisite for which the actions of heavenly bodies were observed. Since
the sacrifices came with specific purposes relative to man as well as cosmos,
unraveling the skies for its fulfillment seemed to be a regular practice.
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The Correlation exists in the above senses in the Sa§hitàs.

1.

Ideology in the Sa§hità Period

i.

Ideas of Truth and Falsehood
The ideas of truth and falsehood are distinctly expressed through the medium

of deities. Truth (Satya) regulated the work in the skies (RV.X.85.1, AV.14.1.1).the
deeds of the deity Indra were declared to be true. (RV.II.15.1,VI. 27.1-2). Satya was
virtuous and often praised whereas falsehood was erroneous. The âdityas watched the
good and evil in men, they hated falsehood and punished sin. (RV.II.27.4,VII.52.2).
Pàpa is the term for evil (RV.X.10.12, IV. 5.5, VII.52.18) or sin and connected with
sins for punishment to sinners as well as releasing them from sins is chiefly the deity
Varuõa,1 the guardian of the moral law prevailing in the nature. An effort to make
this moral law a counterpart of the physical order law of çta in the universe, the occurs
in the ègveda. The term Ançta as contrary to èta (RV.I.105.5) in the sense of an
immoral act is expressed in RV. X. 10.4. èta (order) and Satya (truth) appear together
in the late èV (IX.113.4, X.190). Ançta means falsehood (ançta asatyaþ) in RV. IV.
5.5 and comes as opposed to èta and Satya in Mai. Sa§. I.10.11.
Righteousness was believed to lead to the region of eternal light. Savitç was
prayed to carry the spirit to the world of the righteous (RV.X.17.4).Heaven as the
place of eternal light (RV.IX.113.7-9) as the highest (AV.II.4.11.), luminous world
(AV. 4.34.2) where the righteous dwell (RV. X. 16.4) is often mentioned.
Inversely falsehood/sin led to the place of lowest (AV.8.2.24) or black
darkness (AV.5.30.11) or blind darkness (AV. 5.30.11) termed as Hell or Narakaloka
(AV. 12.4.36) where the sinners stayed (Vàj. Sa§. 30.5.).
ii.

Ideals of Human Life
The ideals of human life in this period were believed to be long life, heaven

and immortality. While there are prayers for long life2 and wishes expressed to the
deities to bestow immortality3 active efforts were taken in these contexts to reach the
ideals. The place of eternal light (heaven) was believed to be won by good deeds.
(RV.I.125.4-6,AV.IV.34.2,5,VI.120.3).Since very early it was deemed a reward and
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thereby a place for the valiant men who fought battles and sacrificed their lives (RV.
VI.46.12). This place was essentially shared with pitçs and the gods (RV. X. 14.10).
Especially the gods who resided in the heaven and came to earth to receive the
offerings made in the sacrifices.
These gods were not originally immortal, they themselves were receivers of
immortality obtained by them from other gods.4 They were first men and became
immortal by their deeds.5 Whereas certain deities were postulated as the creators of
the world,6 they were also considered as originating with various names and forms
from a single principle.7
iii. Kàla as the Creator
Kàla is made the creator of deities like Prajàpati and also the creator of men
(AV. XIX.53, 54). Manu, son of Vivaswant, is designated as the first of men (RV.X.
63.7).Yama, even is the originator of man (RV.X.10) and is made the first of mortals
who found out the way to heaven (RV.X.14.2),the idea expressing heaven a reachable
place by men through rituals actions.
iv. Order of èta and Dharma
While such cosmological ideology was being formulated, the conversion of
èta (cosmic order) into Dharma (order of rituals or sacrifices) was an important
development in this period. èta or the “course of things”8 systematized as the order in
the physical world in the form of the heavenly bodies, as order in the moral world in
the form of ‘truth (Satya) and light’ and order in the religious world as ‘rite’. This was
perhaps the basis of the correlation of Jyotiùa and Karma appearing in the later period.
To this context the deities were said to be the followers of èta which became an
unchangeable law laid down by the gods9 and their actions and which was to be
followed by men in later RV.(IX.121.1,X.37.5). This was termed as Vrata. Though
Vrata, occur with verbs of motion in the RV10 an effort to establish a relation between
cosmic motion and human action is seen in this period. The idea appears to connect
practically the physical cosmic order to the moral rules and the ritual practices than
prevalent in the culture through the medium of time. Actions against these were
Apavrata and were liable to be punished (RV.I.25.1-2). Following the Vedic practices
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being a requisite, the non-congnizant was said to be debarred from the Sun (RV.V.
42.9).
The firm belief that the Earth was supported by truth and the sky was
supported by the Sun also occurs in this period (RV. X. 85.1). The abstract deity
Varuõa is made the excavator of this path of truth (Satya) and is also said to regulate
the actions of the luminaries. This concept of Varuõa protecting the Sun from falling
& making a path for him has a parallel with the Iranian god Ahura11 yet the
conception of Varuõa as the protector of the path of Satya regulated by the luminaries
appears to be Vedic. Also statements such as the darkness seizing the Sun could be
destroyed by cosmic order and true speech reveal the efforts of the culture to connect
the physical and the moral elements. The ideas of Satya thereby pertained to the
brightness and the order in nature and an effort to arrange rituals actions on this path
of Satya expressed by the order of light forms occur in this period.

2. Jyotiþ÷àstra in the Sa§hità Period
A prime aspect of Jyotiùa of the Sa§hità period was to provide visible
expressions to the ideology of the Vedic man. Regarding the ideas of light and
darkness the physical sun as the natural source of visible light and that the removal of
the darkness by his light which caused day and night is recorded in RV (X.37.4), the
Moon and his phases were observed, also the epithet of Soma plant as indu (bright
drop) applied to Moon, with reference to its celestial counterpart on account of its
bright and luminous nature provided a source of visible light displaying the quality.
i. Divinations
The divinations recorded in this period also reflect the ideas of auspiciousness
and inauspiciousness in terms of light and darkness. The birds of omen mainly black
or dark or with frightful appearances such as crow, pigeon and owl were deemed
inauspicious.12 Natural phenomenon as eclipses find reference in early RV (V.40), the
cause of the darkness eclipsing the Sun was ascribed to Svarbhànu who was defeated
by Indra and Atri, the restorers of the light of the Sun.
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End of evil also find an expression in the phenomenon of lightening
mythologically expressed as the Vajra of Indra. Though spontaneity in any cosmic
event is not a general acceptance, such instances in the sky were in continuous
scrutiny of the Vedic man of ègveda. They were termed as adbhuta in the very sense
of the novelty of these events inclusive of celestial events expounded as the
phenomenal works of the deities in this period. These events were essentially
portentous and constituted the divination branch of the Sa§hità Skandha in the later
period.
ii.

Observance of Cosmic Order
The observance of cosmic order seems to prevail, and along with luminaries as

the direct sources of bringing forth this order, the Sun and the Moon also displayed
the anatomical qualities of the abstract nature forms and their order. Sun is commonly
termed as the eye of the gods,13 and both Sun and Moon are the two bright eyes of the
abstract Varuõa14 or else Sun and Moon are the soul and the mind of the Kàlapuruùa
(RV. X.90) or Sårya is the soul of the universe.
A tendency to connect these visible forms to human life also occurs in the
Sa§hitàs. Sun was connected with longevity (RV.VIII.48.7).The phenomenon of
night enclosed between the Sunset and Sunrise (RV.V.81.4) and such references
reflect in later ègveda in the form of a simile to human life, death and immortality.
Even day and night are contrasted as death and immortality (RV.X.129).
Existence retained in some unmanifest form after the disappearance of the
physical body after death was usually believed in this period. Thereby the cosmic
screen exhibited the impressions of virtuous men of the past in the form of stars in the
sky.15 Stars and Moon were supposed to be the dwelling places of man after physical
death.
Certain surface markings in the sky depicted the future or after life of man.
The highest point of the Sun in the sky denoted the abode of the fathers.16 Sun also
indicated the closing of the sky and was a point to reach by religious men desirous of
immortality (RV.IX.113.8). Also the (apparent) motion of the Sun specified the path
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of the solar abode seemingly connected with the path of immortality bestowed by
Yama. (RV.I.163.2.).
iii. Regions of Brightness
Sa§hitàs record the three regions of the universe (heaven and earth) and the
third (aerial) placed in between the two. Pçthvi, Antarikùa and Dyaus are mentioned
while explaining the deeds of Indra (RV.II.12.1).These are specifically spoken of as
the three Dyaus whereas their locations in reference with deities are also mentioned. 17
Jyotiùa of this period records the three brilliant light forms in the three regions,
Sårya, Soma and Agni, in the celestial, aerial and terrestrial regions respectively.
Owing to their physical presence they are less anthropomorphized and are more often
the visible operating devices of the abstract anthropomorphic deities.
iv. Sun and Moon
Sårya or the material Sun is made an instrument used by the gods to measure
and establish the world. Varuõa measures the earth with the aid of Sun also Indça
measures the regions with the Sun.18 Sårya representing in the form of fetishes as a
wheel the in Vàjapeya sacrifice or as a chariot is an early practice which continues in
the Sa§hitàs.19 Either as a measuring instrument or a wheel fetish, in simple terms,
due to the constant visibility and the regular motion Sårya is chiefly a device of time
and its divisions.
Whereas Sårya is a deity as well as a time measure in the Sa§hitàs, Soma as
moon is not revered in the form of a deity and appears as a clear measurer of time.
The epithet soma applied to Moon is a development in the late RV,20 and in the
Atharvaveda, soma is generally the name of Moon.21 The Maitràyaõi Sa§hità (I.6.9)
addresses Moon as retodhà, the epithet connecting it with the quality of fertilization.
Amongst the phases of Moon, Paurõamàsã (Full Moon) was already of prime
importance in the period of the Atharvaveda.22 The derivation of the word Amàvàsya
(New Moon) also occurs in the Atharvaveda (VII.79(84)1-4.) where as the eighth
lunar day Lafter the Full Moon (Aùñakà) was employed for the purpose of offerings to
the pitçs. Though the word Tithi is not mentioned in the Sa§hitàs.
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Whereas the observations of the changing phases of the Moon were in the
process of development, the connection of Moon with the Nakùatras was already
established in the Sa§hità period. Soma placed in between the Nakùatras was an
observation of the ègveda (X.85.2), the divisions of Nakùatras on the track of the
Moon and according them with appropriate deities was already complete in this
period.23
v.

Divisions of Time
Calculations of time and its divisions from the orderly motion of luminaries to

arrange ritual actions is an important aspect of Jyotiùa of this period.
Sun being a natural source of time is a primary time measurer. RV.V.8.1.
records Sun as a maker of time. The time periods recorded by means of the Sun in the
Sa§hitàs are the ètus (seasons), Varùa (year),Ayana (the winter and the summer
solstices) and the Diwas (day).
Sun as the cause of seasons (ètus) is known in the ègveda (I.95.3) and the
cycle of ètus is already established in the Sa§hitàs.24 Seasons are named,25 whereas 3,
5 or 6 seasons are mentioned in the Sa§hitàs,26 six seasons are distributed in twelve
months.27
ètus constitute the most natural means of formation of an year. Year or
Sa§vatsara28 is a solar division of time in the Sa§hitàs. The term Varùa occurs in RV.
V. 58.7, AV. 3.27.6 and Varùà comes as one of the seasons29 indicating the season
oriented terminology of Varùa as year. The year also include an intercalary month.30
The year is divided in two halves depending on the apparent motion of the Sun
in the northern and the southern hemisphere occurs in the Taittirãya-Sa§hità.31
Day (Divas) is either from Sunrise to Sunset or from one Sunrise to the next
one.32 RV. VI.9.1 records the term ahaþ to express both the dark and the bright parts
of the day. Day is divided in 3 sections in RV33 and in 4 sections in the AV.9.6.46.
Day and night together constitute an Ahoràtra (RV.X.190.2.) which equaled with 30
Muhårtas.
While year is solar, months are lunar in Vedic times. Months are addressed as
màs or màsa, counted with the aid of movement of Moon, as the time period between
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two full or new moons. Months ending or beginning with full moon were preferred
(Tai. Sa§. 7.5.3).34 On account of the unisolar calendar a thirteenth intercalary month
(Adhimàsa) was calculated.35 Long durations for instance Yuga as a division of time
also appears in the Sa§hitàs.36

3. Karma in the Sa§hità Period
i. Cosmic Aspect
The cosmic aspect of Karma appears in the Sa§hitàs in the form of actions of
the nature and light deities. Account of the spontaneous actions of nature also occurs
in the form of divinations. The cosmic light forms and their actions in the nature is the
chief aspect of the study of Karma in this period. The interpretation of cosmic actions
and arranging human actions accordingly on their motions constitute the other aspect
of Karma in the Sa§hità period.
Actions of deities
ègveda is the expression of works of individual as well as collective actions of
deities. The physical as well as the moral actions of deities match with the human
qualities and actions. The deities are explained as glorified human beings inspired
with human motives and passions born like men but immortal.37 The physical aspect
of cosmic action is primarily expressed by Sårya whose principle action is shining for
the world, for gods and for men.38 Worship of Sårya is already older in this period,
being recognized as the support of the universe.39 Sårya is the material Sun shining
forth from the lap of dawn (Uùas), his various anthropomorphized forms deified as
Vivaswant, Savitç, Mitra and Påùan. The actions of these and other deities are
associated mostly with human welfare.40
More intimate to men is Agni, connected through sacrifices. The worship of
fire as Agni is an Indian development.41 Agni has a threefold origin, terrestrial, aerial
and celestial owing to which he is often deemed a messenger between gods and
man,42 addressed as ‘çtvij’ or purohita he is chiefly connected with transmission of
sacrifices to the gods. Similar in form with Agni is the exclusively Vedic deity,
Bçhaspati as a dispeller of darkness and founder of light.43 In the Tai. Sa§.4.4.10.1 he
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is the deity of the Nakùatra Tiùya. This tendency to connect the abstract deity to some
visible light form in order to express the actions of the deity occurs in case of deities
like Varuõa who is made the moral ruler and the visible Sun is made a reporter to
Varuõa who visualizes human actions.
Karma as cosmic order
The law and order in nature is connected to Mitra and Varuõa, the physical
and moral one respectively. Chiefly connected to the order are Savitç and Agni along
with Mitra and Varuõa yet the deities in general are the followers of cosmic order and
are termed as gopa ètasya (guardians of èta) or ètàyu (practicers of èta) Varuõa
being ètasya Dhartà, the order displayed by the motion of the luminaries.

ii. Human Actions
Apart from the exploits or valiant deeds of gods, the other aspect of Karma in
Sa§hitàs deal with actions of human chiefly in the form of sacrifices, also inclusive
are prayers to gods, praise and offerings to gods, øànti Karmas and offerings to pitçs.
Sacrifices were one of the chief form of ritual works of this period. Sa§hitàs
record religious actions along with prayers to deities (RV.VIII.36.7, IX.96.11.).
Domestic and magical rites form the base of the Atharvaveda. These religious works
were performed intentionally for wealth, long life and joys of heaven. Immortality
was believed to be achieved by giving rise to progeny (RV. V. 4.10) or making
offerings to pitçs through the øràddha rites.
Prayers were believed to lead to the desired fruits (RV.VIII.13.6), thereby
prayers to deities for longer life (RV.X.164.4, AV.32.4,20.96), for material prosperity
(RV.I.1.3,I.36.4), to drive away evil (Vàj. Sa§.IX.4), and for immortality (RV.X.
52.5) occur in the Sa§hitàs.
Praise and offerings in the form of material gifts to gods also constitute the
terminology of Karma in the Sa§hitàs.44
Vàjasaneyi Sa§hità (VIII.13) mentions Agniùñoma as a means for expiation of
sin performed by self or ancestors whether knowingly or unknowingly.
Sànti Karma or appeasing rites were also performed to avoid misfortunes or
evil effects and for happiness (AV.19.9).
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Thus, in the Sa§hitàs, Karma occurs in the sense of both cosmic as well as
human actions.

4.

Correlation in the Sa§hità Period

i.

Divinations and Countermeasures
The interpretation of the spontaneous actions of cosmos for human future and

countermeasures for cosmic actions deemed inauspicious constitute one of the aspects
of the correlation of Jyotiùa and Karma in the Sa§hità period.
Sa§hità period considers actions of specific birds as indicators of good and
evil. References of ominous birds occur in early RV and continue in the Sa§hitàs.45
Birds are addressed as Bhadravàdi, Sumaïgala and øakuna.46 Cries of birds were
considered as a pointer to forthcoming events.47 Birds like Kapota (pigeon) and Ulåka
(owl) were pondered as messengers of Yama, foretelling death or evil death.48 Actions
of deities like Sårya, Agni were designated as a flying eagle (RV.VII.63.5.) or an
eagle (RV.VII.15.4.) respectively. Agni is also called a divine bird (RV.I.164.52.) and
also a ha§sa (RV.I.65.9.).
Animals like dogs were considered unfavourable as being connected with
Yama and his track and indicative of death. (RV.X.14.10-12.).Whereas goat is
considered auspicious as related to the deity Påùan and one who led the sacrificial
horse (RV.I.162.2.3.). Horses were connected with prosperity and auspiciousness due
to their connection with sacrifices, also praise is offered to the horse Dadhikràvan in
ègveda.49

Utpàtas were considered inauspicious being categorized in three types as
heavenly, atmospheric and earthly50 and included earth quakes, falling of meteors and
comets.

Adbhuta was a term generally used in connection with acts of deities51 and
later came to be considered as a synonym for divinations.
Eclipses were rendered inauspicious in the Sa§hitàs. RV.V.40. refers to a total
eclipse and Atharvaveda 19.9.10 refers Ràhu. In the sense of an inauspicious event as
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being contrary to the natural law, the deity Indra and sage Atri are mentioned as the
ones who worked on the restoration of the sun according him the natural status.

Svapnas (Dreams) were considered lucky or unlucky and that they were
indicative of future was believed in the Sa§hitàs. Remedies were employed for
unlucky dreams and such as transferring them to deities or praying to deities to ward
off their evil effects. RV.V. 82.4.5 refer to a dream whereas RV.VIII. 47.14 refer to a
bad dream. Counter measures for inauspicious dreams were often employed in the
Sa§hitàs.52
Predictions related to weather were also forecasted by measure such as the
smoke of dung.53
Certain quarters of the cosmos as understood by the order of the Nakùatras
were also considered portentous, Atharvaveda mentions birth of an individual on
certain Nakùatras unlucky.54
ii. Action of Light Forms in Tripartite Divisions
Study of the order of cosmos displayed by the bright bodies and their actions
is a general tendency of early Sa§hitàs. The physical order of èta is chiefly brought
forth by the celestial light forms especially the Sun, manifesting the path of èta
through the rays (RV.I.136.2), addressed as the pure face of èta (RV.VI.51.16).This
order or path of light (Jyotiùpati) termed as èta whose manifestation perceived in the
path of heavenly bodies can be said as a forerunner or a precursor of the correlation.
èta as a moral law (RV.VII.89.5, 11) or as right (RV.VIII.98.1) prevalent in
early RV seems to give way to the system of Moon with the Nakùatras mentioned in
later period and with the simultaneous Pantheism considering Moon as the mind of
the Kàlapuruùa (RV.X.90) systematic efforts for the development of the
characteristics of the body of Nakùatras and Moon placed in them resulting in a
flourished scheme of Nakùatras already exist in the Tai. Sa§. (IV.4.10.1-3.).
Organizing sacrificial and other ritual actions on the divine ordinance with the
sacrificial fire, Agni, is a prominent practice in this period.
The prevalence of Sårya as the chief visible celestial light form and Agni with
a natural basis as the fire element denoted in the sacrifice though with an exclusive
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epithet is somewhat familiar to the early Sa§hitàs but the development of Soma as
Moon alongwith the Nakùatras appearing with a set of deities entirely Vedic is a novel
growth. Tripartite division of deities is a common trait of the ègveda thereby the
progress of the correlation of Jyotiùa and Karma in the later RVand further in the
Sa§hitàs while enhancing the works of Sårya and Agni in the celestial and terrestrial
counter parts in respect with the necessity of the correlation though developed
gradually, the modified character of the middle region while promoting the role of
Moon is an admixture of the characteristics and actions of the chief aerial deity Indra,
celestial Varuõa and terrestrial Soma.
Indra shares affinity with human qualities or emotions than any other aerial
form, also aerial forms in general are abstract and they do not possess light forms
themselves but serve as the bringers of light or founders of light,55and are closely
associated with light. Varuõa with his physical character representing night56 and his
moral nature and the conversion of Soma into Moon, these characteristics and actions
carried a suitability to Moon and consequently to the notions of mind.
Sårya (Sun), Soma (Moon) and Agni (fire) though modified in character, due
to their material nature and thereby their visibility to human senses could maintain a
connection to their original forms. Also the utility of Sun and Moon as time measurers
and the invoking of Agni being accessible to human efforts the triad form an
important combination for the correlation.
The correlation of action of deities or the cosmic mechanism brought forth by
time or natural time calculated by the motion of the heavenly bodies comes with an
intellectual basis. Sun and mostly Moon do not carry much religious consequence.
Even Nakùatras are studied in relation with their characteristics connecting them to
earthly counterparts so they are primarily zones carrying specific cosmic qualities.
Nakùatras are attributed with deities and formed a part of the religious system yet they
themselves were least worshipped. The above instances point out a purposeful study
of the cosmic pattern which is made a part of the religion and worship of the Veda.
Above all, the natural connection form the substratum of the correlation in Sa§hitàs.
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iii. Journey of Man
The deities of the Veda are not only natural personifications but they also
delegate the thoughts and actions of human life. Human existence as being
locomotive after the death of the physical body was a strong belief in this period.
Heaven and immortality being the chief ideals after physical death certain deities and
phenomenon in nature also specific cosmic regions were made indicative of
expressions of this ideology. The cosmic connection of the correlation of Jyotiùa and
Karma comes in this instance.
Gods originally mortals had received immortality through deities like Savitç
(RV.IV.54.2) a form of Sun or by Soma drink (RV.IX.106.8) or Agni (RV.VI.7.4).
These deities were already being transformed as the chief deities for the purpose of
utility of the correlation. Actions performed in this life decided the future course or
after life in the form of iùñàpūrta an effort to make visible the effects of actions
performed form a part of the Sa§hitàs.
Sacrificial actions being the basis of Sa§hitàs deities as Agni were made the
messenger between gods and men (RV.VII.11.1). Savitç a form of Sun functioned as
the protector and drove away diseases. (RV.I.35.9, 11) Savitç transferred the soul to
the abode of the righteous (RV.X.17.4), Påùan showed the way granting an auspicious
path (RV.X.59.7.). a consideration as the soul being asked to avoid the dogs of yama
and go by the auspicious path (of the fathers) also occurs in RV.X.14.10,12 and
AV(18.2.12.). The path on which the deities come to the sacrifices is the path of light
which in later literature is made the path on which the righteous men departed for
their after life abode.
From such instances it appears that cosmos with its light forms appears to be
excavated in the Sa§hitàs for an idea regarding human life after death.
Along with which the correlation in the Sa§hitàs vary from observations of
Divinations and their countermeasures to the observations of the Tripartite divisions
and the order of light. Human actions arranged on auspicious times also form a part of
the correlation of Jyotiùa and Karman.
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iv. Human Actions on Auspicious Times.
Ritual actions on auspicious times was a formulated practice in the Sa§hitàs.
The concept of luckiness of days existed in early literature.57 The connection of
sacrificial post planted on an auspicious day with the prosperity of the sacrifice was
already established (RV.III.8.5). A Sàvana day was used in sacrifices particularly the
Somayàga (AV.VIII.9.17).
Offerings were made to gods at specific times of day. The A÷wins were
invoked in the morning, at noon and also during sunset (RV.V.76.3). In the Soma
sacrifice Indra and Maruts secured place in the noon Soma pressing whereas èbhus
had a place in the evening.
Though the word tithi does not occur in the Sa§hitàs the waxing and waning
of the Moon was important for fixing the times of offerings and the deities were often
invoked in the form of prayers and offerings, the connection of the deities as Sinãvàlã
and Kuhå to the phases of the Moon is a development in the later works.
Time period as Yuga was connected with the kindling of Agni (RV.III.55.18),
prayers to Yuga also occur in the Tai. Sa§.4.33.) Vàjasaneya-Sa§hità (30.18)
mentions offerings in the form of Puruùa to the Yugas in the Puruùamedha.
Certain rituals as the Mahàvrata were performed with a belief to strengthen the
Sun. (Tai Sa§. VII. 5.9) Atharvaveda (VI.40.1) refers to the oblations to the seven
sages.
Along with such interactions of cosmic time with human actions the Sa§hitàs
also connect ritual actions with the system of Nakùatras.
v. Nakùatra and Karma
The integration of Nakùatras with the religious system occurs in the Sa§hitàs.
Kàñhaka Sa§hità 8.1 mentions Agnyàdhàna on specific Nakùatras. The Taittirãya
Sa§hità. VII.4.8. mentions the time for undergoing Dãkùa ceremony as on Full Moon
in Phàlgunã.
Nakùatra for individual actions according to their characteristic was a
practice58 the astrological character of Nakùatras as to predictions from the Nakùatra at
birth already occur in the Atharvaveda.
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B. Bràhmaõa Period
Bràhmaõa literature chiefly dealt with the rituals related to sacrifices and their
utility in terms of fruits. The importance of nature deities appears to be declined up to
this period and the power of the sacrifice over the deities is seen established. Already
in the RV sacrifice takes a centre position and was believed to be the navel of the
world.59 In the Bràhmaõas, the ritual actions of man were said to control the natural
powers.60 Thereby human action inclusive of prescribed action appears superior to
nature.
The explanatory part of the Bràhmaõas being informative about myths and
legends, the correlation serves as a medium for such an explanation providing a basis
for the reasoning of the actions apart from which actions arranged on proper times
derived from cosmic light forms remain a primary requisite of this period.

1.

Ideology in the Bràhmaõa Period
Flourished thoughts about sacrifices and the intention behind them formulate

the ideology of the Bràhmaõas. This chiefly aided to bring forth the speculative nature
of these works regarding the correlation.
i.

About Sacrifices
Sacrifices were believed to be connecting medium for an interaction between

men and the gods, sacrificial action on specific times carried man to the world of the
gods was a belief prevalent in this period.
This interaction as beyond physical or perceptive level was understood in the
Bràhmaõa period and the diversified notions of Pratyakùa (perception) and Parokùa
(beyond sensory perception) existing in between the gods and men were explained.
Pratyakùa of human being Parokùa for the gods and vice versa61 sensory perception
became an insufficient means for appropriate knowledge of the gods which were a
subject of study. The physical forms of the gods and their qualities were in
consideration in the ègveda yet these visible forms held an underlying reality which
was the true form of the gods. Learning of the nature of this invisible truth (Satya)
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beyond the visible appearances was in practice in the Bràhmaõa period. The
perceptive cosmic activity conveyed the work of the gods in this sense.
ii.

Satya equated with Actions and Time
èta as Satya established in the earlier stage, (RV.IX.113.4,X.190.1.), in the

Bràmaõas takes an additional sense. (øat. Brà. I.1.1.4,5 with Kauù. Brà. II.8).
Imitating the deities continues in the Bràhmaõas, they being true the nature of truth
was constantly under consideration, which centralized in this period around the
sacrifices.62 The forms of gods especially their immortality was a result achieved by
means of sacrifices.63 Satya is thus equated with sacrifice or sacrificial action and is to
be achieved by accuracy of correctly performed ritual actions.64 Varuõa, often
connected with morality in the Sa§hitàs, in the Bràhmaõas comes in connection with
mistakes committed in the sacrificial process and punishes for the errors in the
sacrifices.65
Truth is connected with proper moment in the Bràhmaõas, the deity Varuõa is
connected with evening, thus speaking truth is specially connected to evening time
and inversely avoiding false utterances at this time is adviced.66 As also the
connectivity of application of truth at proper moment. (Kauù.Brà.II.8.).The deities
being aware of the intentions of the men even prior to the offerings or actual act (øat.
Brà.III.4.2.6,7.) such a thought displays the subtle interaction of this period based on
moral norms. Present intentions or will became the deciding factor for after life of a
man after death.67 The idea of iùñàpårta as imperishable continues in this period and its
expressed in Kauù.Brà.VII.4. and Jai. Brà. II. 53. Along with which future life can be
shaped by a man himself as a fruit of sacrifices or ritual actions conducted in present
life unrestrained of divine will came to be a belief of this period. The beginnings of
the later connectivity of present life to past actions lie in the above thoughts expressed
in the øat.Brà.VI.2.2.27 and Kauù. Brà. XXVI. 3 on which the Jàtaka branch of the
post Greek period is based.
iii. Prajàpati as a form of Desire
Prajàpati the principle deity of the Bràhmaõas is made the creator of both the
gods as well as the asuras.68 Thus he possesses two sides to his nature, one of truth
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and light and the other side of untruth and darkness.69 Prajàpati is equated with
sacrifice70 which is made a device of worship for the gods for obtainment of their
desires.71 Prajàpati as a representation of desire, the ideology of the Bràhmaõas
connect the abstract form of ‘desire’ to the visible anthropomorphic form of desire
represented by Prajàpati. Desire leading to sat or manifested world of activity is
already expressed in Nàsadãyasåkta (RV.X.129.) extending in the Bràhmaõas for an
actual representation, also implicating creation from desire. Prajàpati is said to be
mortal at first (øat.Brà10.1.3.1.). He is also the foremost sacrificer (øat, Brà.6.2.3.1.)
he sacrificed himself (Pa¤. Brà.VII.2.1.) and also reached the Sun as a reward
(øat.Brà. X.2.2.1.) Prajàpati made visible in the form of a Sa§vatsara and sacrificial
actions arranged on his body parts, represents a stage when cosmic actions in an
organized way were followed by human, more actively the physical ones as Prajàpati
is seemingly dormant as a moral ruler, sacrificial actions a means for removal of sin
or accumulation of merit.
iv. Release from Punarmçtyu
Release from the bonds of Punarmçtyu (repeated deaths) also is a thought
pondered in this period. (Tai. Brà.III.11.8), Immortality by transcending death being
the solution for an ultimate future, efforts to avoid the repititions of death72 by the aid
of sacrifices was a settled idea. The gods received immortality on proper performance
of Agnicayana non-performance of which led to the series of deaths was a belief
prevalent in the culture in this period.73 The thought advanced to connect the timed
form of Prajàpati to ritual actions to acquire immortality.

2.

Jyotiþ÷àstra in the Bràhmaõa Period

i.

Divisions of Time
Time being considered as one of the important factor in the correctness of

sacrifices, the development of Jyotiùa occurs in this sense. The øàt. Brà.I.7.3.3
mentions Time as ‘proper time’. Prajàpati, the deity equated with Sa§vatsara in the
Bràhmaõas during creation said to arose out of a golden egg which swam about an
year (øat.Brà.XI.1.61.).
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The term Varùa occurs in øat Brà. (2.2.3) and in the Bràhmaõas is calculated
of 360 days or 720 days and nights together.74
The Bràhmaõas name months with Nakùatras. Earlier in Tai.Sa§. the names
of months occur as Madhu, Màdhava and such being twelve distributed amongst six
seasons.75 A thirteenth month is also referred.76
The seasons vary in number in the Bràhmaõas.77 The Tai Brà. (I.1.2.6.) places
Vasanta as the first of seasons. An important feature of the Bràhmaõas in relation with
seasons is that they label Vasanta, Grãùma and Varùà together as the ètus for the
gods.78
Ayana as Sun’s passage in the Northern and Southern hemisphere for six
months each is recognised as being in the gods and fathers.79 The Sun stands still is
also an observation in the Kauù. Brà. 19.3.
Bràhmaõas record months ending with Full Moon and addressed from
Nakùatras.80 The bright half of the month is said to be the time for the gods.81
Amongst the phases of Moon, the New Moon and the Full Moon receive
proper names82 which occur as names of deities in the Sa§hitàs.83 The term Amàvàsya
finds an explanation in the øatapatha Bràhmaõa (I. 6.4.5.) where Moon is expressed
as the food of the gods and is also said as entering the water and the herbs whereas the
Aitareya Bràhmaõa (40.5) mentions the Moon entering the Sun on Amàvàsya. The
word tithi finds mention in the Bràhmaõas84 in connection with a specific rite
associated with a particular tithi. Also the division of day in three parts and five parts
are mentioned.85 Muhårta as small divisions of the day occur in the Bràhmaõas.86 A
day named Vi÷uva or Viùuwat placed in the middle of the sacrificial year is found out
in the Bràhmaõas when the days and nights are of equal length.87
Divisions of time thereby occur in the sense of specific time for performance of
rituals.
ii.

Divinations
The Bràhmaõas connect Viùuwat with countermeasures for eclipses.88

Darkness continue to be condemned, effort for restoration of light of the Sun is
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mentioned in Pa¤. Brà.VI.6.8. Purity is associated with ordeals related to fire. (Pa¤.
Brà.XIV.6.8, Jai.Brà.111.233f, øàt.Brà.I.9.3.2.)
Dream state was connected with the soul wandering with free will
(øat.Brà.XIV.7.1.12), the existence of the fathers was dream like (øat.Brà.XII.9.2.2).
iii. Luminaries
Sårya as a celestial body is well recognized in the Bràhmaõa literature. Sun as
the cause of seasons, winds, planets and existence is mentioned in the Aitareya
Bràhmaõa (2.7).the rise and set of Sun as a mere appearance and the explanation
behind the process is provided in the Aitareya Bràhmaõa (111.41)
Moon on the physical side is connected with rain (Ait.Brà.VIII.28.15.), with
the tides and especially with the plant life,89 whereas mystically as Soma is connected
with the fathers.90 The crater on the Moon as a dark part on the Moon is observed91
and the hare shape is recognized with Yama in the Jaiminãya Bràhmaõa (1.2.8).
iv. Nakùatras
A fully developed Nakùatra system appears in the Bràhmaõas. The Nakùatras
begin with Kçttikà with an explanation provided for Kçttikà as the beginning point.92
Tai. Brà.2.7.18.3 provides their derivation. They appear with their deities (Tai. Brà.
3.1.4.5) and number of stars.(Tai.Brà.1.5.). The method to mark Nakùatras was known
in this period and were involved with the religious rites. Nakùatras were divided as
puõya and pàpa (Tai. Brà. I. 5.2, III. 1.2.8). A division of Nakùatras as Deva
Nakùatras and Yama Nakùatras also appear (Tai. Brà. 3.1).
v. Deities
Prajàpati
Prajàpati is the prime deity of the Bràhmaõas. The creator god, Vi÷wakarman
of RV (X.81, 82.) is associated with Prajàpati in the øat.Brà.8.2.1.10.and Ait Brà.
4.22. Prajàpati also sucks in the metaphysical nature of Varuõa and is made the king
of the gods, Varuõa is equated with Prajàpati as he possessed the form (råpa) of
Prajàpati.93 The association of the heavenly light forms âditya, Càndramas and also
Agni with Prajàpati often occurs in the Bràhmaõas.94 More importantly he is the
cosmic form of desire made physical to connect with ritual actions.
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Prajàpati is also given a physical basis with the aid of the Nakùatras. Nakùatras
associated with the body parts of Prajàpati appear in the Tai. Brà.95
Prajàpati is also made representation of Time and its divisions in the
Bràhmaõas. Sa§vatsara (year) is identified with Prajàpati (øat.Brà.1.6.3.), Amàvàsyà,
Paurõamàsã and the joining points of day and nights also the beginnings of the
seasons are made the joints of Prajàpati (Sa§vatsara).96
Agni
Agni is equally important in the Bràhmaõas as representation of the sacrificial
fire. Atharvaveda (1.1.8.) mentions Agni as ruling the sacrifice. In addition the
øatapatha Bràhmaõa X.4.3.9 identifies Agni altar with rituals or holy works as well as
knowledge (Vidyà). In the ègveda (VII.93.7, IV.10.7,12.4) he is invoked to pardon
sins, addressed as ‘Jàtaveda’, (RV.6.15.13) explain him as the knower of all
generations, in the Bràhmaõas, he frees oneself form the guilt of one’s parents. (Tai.
Brà.3.7.12.3-4). Tai Brà.2.4.1.6 projects Agni as the path which leads to the gods
through which one may reach heaven. In the rituals the Southern Agni represents the
region of the fathers, it also carries a cosmic significance of the position of the Sun at
the winter solstice about to die indicating an end of a specific activity.(øat. Brà. IV.
6.6.1.)
Apart from the above chief deities specifically connected with ritual actions
mention of Bçhaspati appear in the Tai Brà.3.1.1.5. in connection with the Nakùatra
Tiùya which in later literature appears as the Planet Jupiter though in the Bràhmaõas
its specification as a Planet is obscure.

3. Karma in the Bràhmaõa Period
i. As Sacrifice
Nature of Karma in the Bràhmaõas is chiefly in the form of sacrifices.97
Sacrifice is termed as the greatest of Karmas.98 There are prayers for happiness,
prosperity and good fortune.99 A man was believed to shape up his future100 with the
aid of ritual works especially sacrifices. Ritual actions for long life and joys of the
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heaven continued in the Bràhmaõas. Sacred works also made attainable
immortality.101
The fate of man after death depended on his deeds. A sort of ordeal by means
of judging his good and evil deed decided the future cosmos of man (øat. Brà.
XI.2.7.33.). the act of Agnihotra was said to save from an evil-fate. (Jai. Brà.1.4244.). The performance of Agnihotra served as a boat to heaven (øat.Brà.II.3.3.15.).
Whereas in the Sa§hitàs sacrifices served as a means of an expression of
devotion for the deities, the offerings made to appear them or to win their favours for
desire fulfillment, in the Bràhmaõas the sacrificial altar takes a central position the
sacrificial act a magical technique for the production of the desired results.
Yet cosmic actions continue as a fundamental concept in the sacrifice, though
deities have become subordinate in this period. The symbolic significance between
act of sacrifice and natural event continued and often sacrifices copied the several
aspects of nature.
ii.

As Order
Karma also occurs as order in the Bràhmaõas. The order in the sacrifice is in

communion with the order or action in nature, the commencement and the renewal of
sacrifices with aid of Prajàpati equated with Sa§vatsara. The correctness and
superiority in the performance of sacrifice were equally rendered important for which
knowledge of sacrifice was essential to fulfill the aim of sacrifices.(Tai.Brà.II.1.1.1.)
Removal of sin was also one of the intentions behind sacrifices. øat. Brà.II.
5.2.25 proclaims the performance of Yaj¤a for counteracting sins. Ritual error is also
considered a type of sin during rectification. Thus, removal of sin was by ritual
practices as any evil act borne punishment (øat.Brà.XII.9.1.1).
Karma in the form of øànti rites to appease the angry deities (Ait.Brà.3.2.) also
occur in the Bràhmaõas.
iii. As Vidyà
Karma is sacrifice and appears distinguished from Vidyà (knowledge) in øat.
Brà.X.4.3.4-10. The term knowledge pertains to the exactness in sacrifices which
appears as Satya or the prior èta and also as Tapas.
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4. Correlation in the Bràhmaõa Period
i. Practice of Rituals
The practice of rituals is an obligation in the Bràhmaõas. It carries the sense of
Vrata.102 Vrata necessitated natural and moral order which equated with the correct
order of sacrifices in the Bràhmaõas. The correlation chiefly comes in sense of
connection of proper time and sacrifices. Present sacrificial or ritual actions resulted
in future rewards extending to after life was also an aspect of the correlation. Long
life was considered necessary for performance of rituals, the more the offerings made
in present life, longer would be the stay in next world (øat.Brà.X.1.5.4)
Bràhmaõas explain the connection of the rite with the heavenly body or else
the time and its reward. The insertion of Pravargya rite after a Soma sacrifice, which
unites the gods with a new body for the sacrificer,103 or Dar÷apårõamàseùñi performed
by the gods to compel the Asuras to give up the half month of the waning Moon104 are
instances of the explanatory nature of Bràhmaõas in connection with the correlation.
Ritual actions performed for rectifying the parvans of Prajàpati is also a chief
illustration. Sacrifices mainly depended on the phases of Moon105, the Adhimàsa106 is
connected with øunàsãrãya sacrifice.107 Deities are affiliated to years108 and are
associated with the Càturmàsyas. Certain seasons were deemed proper for
Agnyàdhàna. øukra finds mention in connection with Agniùñoma.109 Occasionally a
deity finds mention in connection with a certain offering in a rite made at a certain
time. (øat. Brà.1.7.3.3.). Vasanta already declared as the first of the seasons (Tai.
Brà.1.1.2.6.) is appropriated for the consecration of the sacred fires for a specific
caste.(øat.Brà.II.1.3.1-5.).
ii. Nakùatra and Ritual Actions
Nakùatra in the Bràhmaõas are of ritualistic significance. Several rites and
sacrifices were performed on particular Nakùatra, Yoga or specific time.110 Nakùatra
were chiefly connected with rites as Agnyàdhàna (øat.Brà.II.1.2.),111 with negations on
certain Nakùatra (Tai.Brà.1.1.2.8.).112Nakùatras were connected with actions for
fulfillment of certain desires.113 Certain individual acts were prescribed on specific
Nakùatras.114 Also birth on a specific Nakùatra for instance Måla was considered
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favourable (Tai.Brà.3.1.2.).115Tai. Brà III.1.refers to a Nakùatreùñi concerned with
offerings to Nakùatras and their deities.116
iii. Mythological Connection of Nakùatras and Actions
The mythological character of the Bràhmaõas associate Nakùatras with actions
performed on them in the past. Thereby Punarvasu is the Nakùatra on which gods
performed sacrifice for re-establishment (Tai. Brà.1.1.2), or Jyeùñhà on which the
demon Jyeùñha was killed (Tai. Brà. 1.5.2). Also the Nakùatras Rohiõã and Mçga are
referred with Prajàpati depicting a star picture.117 A myth of Soma carried by an eagle
(Ait. Brà.3.25) is also detailed in the Bràhmaõas
iv. Prajàpati equated with Yaj¤a
The construction of the form of Prajàpati as a representation of the cosmos and
arrangement of sacrificial actions on various time divisions displayed as the body
parts of the cosmic Prajàpati is the prime aspect of the correlation in the Bràhmaõas,
Prajàpati equates with cosmic time and order brought forth by the heavenly light
bodies and through the medium of sacrifice he has a centralized form of the desires
and immortality.118
On the ordered ‘timed form’ of Prajàpati comes the order of sacrifices.
Prajàpati is identified with Sa§vatsara (year).119 Sacrificial actions are arranged on the
parvans of Prajàpati, Agnihotra on the two joints of Ahoràtra, Paurõimàsesti and
Dar÷eùñi on Paurõamàsi and Amàvàsya and Càturmàsyaj¤a on the ètusandhis (øat.
Brà.1.6.3). Actions are also arranged on the joints of the five divisions of the day.120
Sacrificial actions on the divisions of time are said to rearrange or rectify the parvans
of Pràjàpati, working on the idea of the exhaustion of Pràjàpati on creation and his
renewal by sacrifices. The renewal or reconstruction of Pràjàpati is brought about in a
ritual form in the shape of a fire altar equating Pràjàpati with the sacrifice.
v.

Yaj¤a and the relation of Time
Sacrifices being arranged on the order of times, the Bràhmaõas establish a

relation between ordered sacrificial activity and the motion of time. The importance
of action is already established in the Bràhmaõas in the form of ritual actions where
they show an inevitable connection with specific time. The effect of sacrifices
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performed in present are obtained at some distant point of future. øat. Brà.X. 4.4.9
mentions the effect to be obtained in next life after separation from the present body.
This indicates that ritual action worked on its own simultaneously time becomes a
witness to connect the present act with the future result. Also present ritual work with
passage of time results in future making of man on the quality of his action121 which is
made prime, time being a secondary function.
vi. Sacrifices and the course of Nature
Sacrifices were considered all in all, being equated to a magical technique to
produce results also they were regarded as the one’s able to change the course of
nature. For instance, the fire sacrifice in the morning was connected with the rising of
Sun (øat. Brà.II.3.1.5.). The fathers, by their hymns, gave rise to the dawn is an early
idea being pursued later. The Aiñareya Bràhmaõa122 mentions Ekavi§÷àha performed
on the Viùuvat the day in the mid of the sacrificial session. (Tàõóya Bràhmaõa
13.4.16.) by the aid of which the gods raised âditya to the heaven. Divàkirtya sàma
sung on the Viùuvat was also said to remove the darkness caused by Svarbhànu
(Tàõóya Brà. hmana).123 The performance of Agnihotra prior to Sunrise and after
Sunset retained the good deeds in the next world and helped avoidance of rebirth.
(øat. Brà. II.3.3.8-12). Sacrifices were believed to change the course of natural events
on their performance though the knowledge about days and nights (Ahoràtra) was
supposed to make a person sinless.124
vii. Divinations and Actions
øànti rites for certain happenings occur in the Bràhmaõas. Dreams were
delivered to Trita âptya (øat. Brà.1.2.32,3.). The use of Apàmàrga plant to wipe away
bad dreams is also suggested in øat. Brà. XIII.8.4.4. Countermeasures for dreams also
find mention in the Samvidhàna Bràhmaõa 1.8.7-8.

C. Upaniùad Period
The speculations of the Upaniùads aim at a more consistent approach between
man and cosmos. In the Bràhmaõas, sacrifices were the vehicles to create and renew
the cosmos with the reconstruction of Prajàpati whereas in the Upaniùads sacrifices
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though still considered for ritual actions yet were not all in all. Also Prajàpati
developed into the cosmic principle, Brahman. The nature of Karma, prior ritual
turned to moral. Future of man came to be considered as an outcome of his moral
deeds for which the individual soul (Jãva) faced rebirth. Transcending the seed of
Karma and achieving the unity of Brahman and âtman constitute the prime subjects
of the Upaniùads.

1.

Ideology in the Upaniùad Period

i.

Tendency to Abstraction
The Upaniùads show a tendency to abstraction, the search for Satya in this

period led to the abstract principle Brahman.125 Satya is equated with righteousness
(dharma)126 which secures the highest place in the Upaniùads. Earlier the cosmic order,
èta receded in the back ground with Satya taking its place. In RV. (X.90.16.) sacrifice
becomes the foremost of Dharma and with an advancement in this terminology in the
Bràhmaõas, Satya pertains to ritual accuracy or correctness in the sacrifices. Till the
Upaniùads were Satya became uniform with Dharma, Dharma was already believed as
the support and was established in this sense in the culture.
ii. Brahman the Highest Truth
The unified principle for Satya or Dharma is Brahman. The highest truth in
this period pertains to Brahman as an absolute principle,127 in which the expressions
for the prayers to lead to the way to truth, light and immortality centralized.128
Brahman is also the original principle from which the bhåtas spring up thereby
they come into being, sustain and come to an end.129 Though the bhåtas appear in
various names and forms Brahman, the principle behind them is expressed as to be in
a concealed or disguised form, as a Satya, the reality hidden behind the reality of
names and forms and as the real cause behind the reality.130 Brahman entering the
material world of names and forms and existing as an individual entity, the Jivàtman,
appearing as in contrast to Brahman or aptly the supreme âtman131 is one of the basic
conception in the formulation of the ideology of the Upaniùads. Brahman as the
foremost principle comprehended in the universe132 as the object to be known and
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individual âtman as the innermost self of man believed as the subject or the knower,
their synonymity133 creating an eligibility of knowing one if the nature of other is
known in this period.
iii. Material Brahman
Also through the means of material Brahman, the knower âtman was made
understood, the nature of the real Brahman or âtman as that which simultaneously
and non-differently exists in the universe as well as the individual. In an individual,
the âtman exists as the innermost one being veiled from its universal counterpart due
to the form of man analyzed to be made up of five ko÷as (Tai.Up. 2.1-6) is also a
thought. Ultimately through the idea of the unity of the Brahman and the âtman the
philosophy of the Upaniùads reached to a point of stabilization of the principle
element with its counterpart.
iv. Rebirth (Punarjanma)
The other face of the Upaniùads exhibit the idea of rebirth (Punarjanma). The
disconnected âtman along with its form separated from the ultimate principle goes
through the rounds of repeated births and deaths by the force of his actions. This link
of actions to the phenomenon of Punarjanma is chiefly connected to the notion of
accumulated merit or demerit the present birth being a fruit effect or result of actions
of some distant past life.134 Good and evil birth is thereby made the fruit of good and
evil actions (Maitràyaõã Upaniùad III.1).Act being consequential for the performer
(øvetà. Up. V.7.) actions in present life design or else regulate the future existences of
man was a belief.135
The concept held dual perspectives to view the present birth, one being
surfaced as a sort of a fruit of past actions simultaneously the other as a vehicle to
future existences on the basis of present deeds. The Upaniùads pioneered the later
struggle between fate and free will on the above basis.
v.

Freedom from Actions
Ripening of Karma (Karmavipàka) of an individual manifested as present

birth also connected the terms Puõya and Pàpa with previous actions136 Desire as the
one leading to activity inclusive of birth and death desirelessness became a ultimate
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device to overcome rebirth (Muõó. Up.III.ii.1). Being free from actions (rather than to
remain in the cycle of existence through good and evil actions) made one immortal
and united one with the Supreme principle. Therefore achievement of Brahman was
the ultimate way of thought recognized in the Upaniùads.137

2.

Jyotiþ÷àstra in the Upaniùad Period

i.

Nakùatras
Nakùatravidyà as a branch of study is already established in the period of the

Upaniùads.138The classification of Nakùatra as Puõya (auspicious) and Pàpa
(inauspicious), also male and female exists in the Upaniùads.139 Aparàvidyà The
identify of Jyotiùa as one amongst the aparàvidyàs is an important development of this
period.140 Upaniùads aimed for higher knowledge and as the Vedic study advanced for
the understanding of the nature of âtman141 supreme as well as individual, the probe
for its immutable form (Paràbrahman) was the foremost as one leading to
emancipation and thereby a topic of persuasion.
ii.

Symbolic and Phenomenal Brahman
Brahman as all pervasive142 and being veiled by reality (empirical) is made

apprehensible through various symbols. Brahman is addressed as the Sun of the
universe.143 The fire element is one of the innumerous aspects through which
Brahman is made understandable144
Apart from being merely symbolic the conception extends to project Brahman
in a phenomenal form expressed as the one under whose control the luminaries as
well as the Time divisions as seasons, years and such stood apart.145 Amongst the
material and the immaterial forms of Brahman, its essence is made known in the
physical nature as the Sun and in the human body the eye with respect to its material
form whereas in case of its immaterial form its essence is expressed as the Puruùa in
the Sun and the eye this being an illustration in the Bç. Up. which blends symbolism
with reality.146
In an effort to explain the unity of the Brahman and the âtman, the
identification of the bodily warmth of the man as the âtman as also Brahman as the
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light

in the cosmos is

actively

expressed.

(Bç.Up.IV.3.1,Chàn.Up.3.13.8.)

Muõó.Up.3.1.5.)
The cosmogonism of the Upaniùads make mind in the human and the Moon
(amongst the gods) the supports through which the sacrificer reaches heaven. (Bç.
Up.III.1.6.) whereas the Sun is an expression of the luminosity of the mind
(Bç.Up.I.5.12.) the Moon has a vital role as the luminous organ of the vital force
which extends infinitely.147 The study of the cosmic form in terms of Prajàpati
structured as of fifteen digits and a sixteen constant one through which he permeates
the entire living world (Bç. Up. I.5.14) is perhaps an extension beyond symbolism.
Also the connection of Moon with the pitçs is an accepted dogma in the Upaniùads
(Kauù.Up. 1.2, 2.8.). Certain other astronomical conception as the eclipse of the Moon
and later his becoming free from the jaws of Ràhu is a simile to the state of the
Jivàtman prior and later to acquiring true knowledge.
iii. Dream State
A probe on dreams in the Upaniùads make dream state a state of the âtman
(Bç. Up.IV.3.4,5.13.). The Ait. Up.I.3.12. considers the waking state as a dream. The
Chàn. Up.VIII.7-12, explains the dream state as a condition in which the existence is
in a self created world it also contrasts the dreamless sleep where the self enters
fullest light. Bç. Up.(II.1.18.) explains dream state as a kind of perception. It is a
subject of Jyotiùa on account of its quality for perception and is connected as a
resultant of past actions.
iv. Nature of Kàla
Kàla continues in the Upaniùads as ‘time in general’148 and also as ‘proper
time’149 for performance of auspicious actions as in Sa§hitàs and Bràhmaõas.
Kàla as ‘appointed time’ in relation with death of a person occurs in the
Upaniùads.150 Prior to the Upaniùads, Kàla comes in connection either with a deity or
with a rite151 whereas in the Upaniùads it is associated with human being. Kàla is
equated with finish or end (Chàn. Up.II.13.1.).
Already Kàla is the first principle or the creator of beings in the
Atharvaveda,152the idea extends in the Upaniùads expressing Kàla as the source or
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cause of creation. The øvetà÷vatara Upaniùad153 mention Kàla amongst one of the
factors responsible for the creation and sustenance of beings.
As an efficient cause
Kàla is projected as an efficient cause for a certain happening or event. With
the agency of Kàla is projected the transformation of the seed, the cause of origin of
Viràj into an year or Prajàpati.154
v. Divisions of Time
The subject-matter of Upaniùads project Kàla as an efficient cause of beings.
In an effort to establish the principle existing behind the entire universe certain
projections as the origin of Kàla itself by one who is intelligent and omniscient as
well155 appear which tend to extend the conception of god or O§kàra156 beyond the
three times. As a unit of measurement, Kàla exists in the Upaniùads as minute
divisions and also in the form of long time periods. The winking of the eye, a product
of the supreme being who is brilliant as an illustration of the minute divisions of Time
expressed as Nimeùa occur prior in the Vàjasaneya-Sa§hità and is a repetition in the
Upaniùads.157 The term Pakùa also occur in the Chàndogya-Upaniùad IV. 15.5 and
Bçhadàraõyaka-Upaniùad III. 1.5.
The combining of the concept of finite Brahman and the idea of recurrent
creation and destruction of the universe operated by long time periods as Kalpa,
Yuga, Mahàyuga seemingly lies in the Upaniùads which later formulated in a theory
in the Puràõas and the later Philosophy of the literature.158
As of Kàla without parts the formless nature of time is made more nearer or
almost equivalent to the ultimate Brahman. Time as a formation of parts as past,
present and future is inferior to Brahman. (øvetà÷vatara Upaniùad VI.5.6.) The rise
and merging of Sun in Kàla (with parts) is known priorly (Atharvaveda 19.54.1) and
in the Upaniùads the idea advances to place the impartite time as prior to the rising of
the Sun.159 Bçhadàraõyaka Upaniùad III. 8.9 explain Kàla as derived from Brahman,
the formed part of Kàla rotate below Brahman (Bç. Up.IV.4.16.). The qualitative
world is an attribute of time with parts and Brahman is declared as the lord of all that
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has been and will be (Bç. Up.IV.4.15).Such ideas extend the conception of Kàla in
connection with Brahman.

3. Karma in the Upaniùad Period
i. èta and Sacrifices
The earlier concept of Karma as èta prevalent in the ègveda continue in the
Upaniùads. Karma in the sense of èta is referred to in the Kathopaniùad 1.3.1. and
Maitrã Upaniùad 2.6.6.
Sacrifices exist in the Upaniùads. The reward of sacrificial performance was
securing a place in the world of the fathers (Bç. Up.I.5.16.). Sacrificial offerings
amongst other rituals were considered as a sukçta, a meritorious act which made
achievable the Brahmaloka.160 Sacrificial fire is still supposed to put an end to evil
action.161 Such connections of ritual actions with morality is one of the remarkable
feature of the Upaniùads.
Yet apart from sacrifices being valued162 in this phase a confined utility of
sacrifices as rotation in the cycle of rebirths is expressed.163 With such an allocation,
sacrifices are only a bridge to Brahman.164
ii. Karma as Cosmic Activity
The process of conversion of initially undifferentiated universe into a
differentiated one into names and forms resulting from Brahman as the cause of
creation as well as destruction is the nature of the cosmic activity in the Upaniùads.165
Also such references as the structure of the universe evolved from the âtman,
by the process of unfolding (Sat) (Tai.Up.II.6,7.) or âtman attributed the creation of
elements (Tai.Up.II.1.) also occur. Bç.Up.(II.1.20.) explain the process of creation
comparing fire and sparks springing forth from it to the âtman and thereby the
emerging forth of cosmic activity.
The cosmic activity as connected with Brahman and âtman the interaction of
man with cosmos became cosmogonist where ritual actions turned into allegoric acts
explaining acts as A÷wamedha gained through the realization of parts of the sacrifice
and the universe.166
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The material or ‘external’ form of sacrifice was substituted by ‘internal’
sacrifice for instance the ritual of Agnihotra to such extent is converted into
Pràõàgnihotram. (Bç.Up.I.5.23, Chàn.Up.5.19.24).
iii. Moral Aspect of Karman
The chief nature of Karma in Upaniùads is moral. They transform ritual Karma
into ethically retributive Karma. Whereas the concept of sukçta and duùkçta existed in
the Sa§hitàs, which later was mainly confined to the correctness or errors in the
sacrifices in the Bràhmaõas, Karma in the Upaniùads explain the becoming of man
according to his deeds, distinguishing between good and sinful acts. Man possessed
will (Chàn.Up.III.2.13.), his behaviour either good or bad transformed him
accordingly,167 depending upon his desires and actions.
Karma as a retributive force became the cause of happiness and suffering.
Earlier this idea is expressed in the Tai. Brà.III.11.1. showing the fate of actions while
øvetàùvatara Upaniùad V.7 extends the importance of conduct explaining the
consequence of actions acquired by the doer in accordance with their nature.
iv. Karma as Daiva
Karma being causal in nature, every action is connected by a causal link to
some previous action. Simultaneously, the nature of present action determinative of
the future discourse the concept of Karma provide a consequential chain to the
established order of things.
The retributive force of Karman connects transmigration to the theory. With

puõya and pàpa appearing in a clearly ethical sense in the Upaniùads and rebirth as a
consequence of willful acts performed in some remote past, manifesting in the form
of sufferings and happiness thereby reflecting an inequality168 in present birth amongst
human forms constitute the angle of Daiva in the Upaniùads. Daiva carries the sense
of divine will thereby the fruits to be received are from the gods and occur with the
passage of Time. These factors carried a relevancy with the rebirths of the soul.
v.

Karma as Vidyà
Apart from actions resulting form desire and will of man, the inclination of

Upaniùadic thought to project Karma as Vidya (Knowledge) is generally prevalent.
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Also the nature of Brahman âtman in the sense of non-action as being contradictory
to action, Karma as Knowledge is a means to understand the Ultimate Principle. In
this sense Bç. Up. distinguish Karma as ritual actions and Vidyà as well.169 In a
somewhat similar sense, the Kena Upaniùad IV. 8. expresses Brahman as resting upon
austerities, self control and Karma (as work or action).
The concept of relative ethics in the sense of knowledge of good and evil and
action arranged accordingly for the achievement of release is one way of thought in
this period whereas embodied life and present birth amongst the cycle of rebirths
itself being considered evil, bringing an end to embodiment and to achieve
deliverance, form another way of thought in the sense of absolute ethics. The knower
of Brahman, being free from good and evil,170 or the world of Brahman being without
evil.171 chastity in thoughts and deeds appears to be the prime requisite of this period.
Desire being the seed behind the above traits, also it being considered as a
fetter and not action (proper) itself, the knowledge, that rebirth results from desires
and ignorance being acquired, transcending the human seed with the aid of
desirelessness and acquiring of true knowledge is a suggested solution.172

4. Correlation in the Upaniùad Period
i.

As expressions of Brahman or Supreme âtman
Ââtman understood as the only reality, the Upaniùads convey that by

understanding âtman through hearing, reflecting and meditating upon all is known.173
This being the sole idea of the knowledge of the âtman all empirical studies which
were than known came to be declared insufficient for the complete knowledge of the
reality with the belief that man remained in darkness through empirical knowledge
which carried a realm of ignorance (avidyà).174
Supreme âtman is declared as within all (Bç.Up.III.4.1.), Its counterpart the
Jivàtman being bound yet is a distinct entity, since a separated part of the supreme
whole. It is unknowable as being imperceptible to normal senses as also is
unknowable since itself being the knower. Rather âtman (self) plays the role of the
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subject or the knowing one and cosmic Brahman in the sense of visible expressions of
the Supreme âtman is made the object of the study.
âtman or Brahman itself as a supreme principle is unknowable yet its
expressions in the manifested world are made the source of information for the
knowledge of the Ultimate. Since a vision of an object gives the knowledge of the
object as well as one who visualizes the object similarly the expressions in the sensual
world are made a means to understand that which is the cause behind the
manifestation. It is in this sense that the correlation occurs in the Upaniùads providing
knowledge about âtman through the activity of the perceptive light forms and their
order. Such an activity as being present inside one as well as in the outer world and
being controlled by one's own immortal self175 appears as an indication through the
correlation, such an expression becoming a necessity being one of the fundamentals
of the Upaniùads.
Brahman, as a cosmic principle regulating the entire activity of the material
world and âtman as the psychical principle embodied in a being is also an expression.
In this sense, the Sun is expressed as the eye of the all pervading entity,176 its
apprehension through symbols expressing the cosmic form whereas the dream state as
one of the states of the âtman is the expression of the psychical form.
ii.

Worship of Symbolic Forms
In a similar sense, along with other objects as symbolical of âtman, Sun is

worshipped as âtman, though only as an expression of the imperceptible principle
existing within and outside the body. Worship in this sense occurs in the Upaniùads
with Sun as the symbol of the element within, as the first born, representing the
phenomenal form of the Original Creative Principle which is declared as the Sun of
the universe.177
Worship in such a form produced results as deliverance from sin. Kauùãtakã
Upaniùad (2.7) mentions the worship of Sun at its rising, mid-day and setting
positions to such an effect. Certain rituals connected with Nakùatras and favourable
days also occur (Bç. Up. VI. 3.1).
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The concept of auspicious times for, religious rites to be performed for
fulfillment of desires continue in the Upaniùads. Kàla is a representation of Brahman
in the Upaniùads thereby is an object of worship. Sinãvàlã is believed to implant
embryo and is revered.178
iii. Activity of Brahman through the Agency of Kàla
Time is an expression of Brahman and is said to operate in the world of
names, forms and activity thereby ‘Time’ serves as an agency from which the beings
flow, grow and disappear.179 Time is said to cause change in the universe counted
through the digits fo Prajàpati (as Time) thereby has an extension beyond the
symbolic form.
According Time a visible as well as an invisible form in relation with the
timed and timeless parts of Brahman, with Sun as its bifurcating medium is
mentioned in the Upaniùads. Thereby Kàla appears as a principle operating beyond
perception of which Kàla (physical) viewed by Sun through year and its other parts as
its manifested form is only a section of Kàla projected from its hidden part prior to the
Sun which indicate the subtle activity of Brahman is an advancement in the Upaniùads
in an effort to explain the all pervading Original Principle and its perception and
activity by means of Kàla.
Sun as the source of the relation between Time and Brahman, also displays the
connection between the Supreme âtman and the individual one. Puruùa in a hidden
form dwelling in the material Sun through the rays of the Sun is connected to the
Puruùa in the eye.180 Such a functioning is also a reflection in the doctrine of
Pa¤càgnividyà181 and also the functioning of the Cosmic and the Psychic Principle in
the Kauùitakã Upaniùad ii.12,13.
iv. Cosmic Stations of the Jivàtman
The Upaniùads express the ethical substratum (karmà÷raya)182 composed of the
impressions of actions of past, lives being the cause of the repeated births, the
Jivàtman travels through the various courses of life constituting destinies. The cosmic
objects serve as markers to these destinies.
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In the repeated rising and setting of the Sun and the Moon, the appearance and
disappearance of the Embodied Soul was inferred. The ultimate end of journey of
man in the Upaniùads, which was the abode of Brahman was declared to be beyond
actions goods or evil and also beyond the contrast of day and night.183
Most of the Upaniùads mention the ascend and descend of the Jãva on the
paths opening according to the variety of actions performed by the individual.184 The
two sections of the year (Prajàpati) were utilized for performing two different sorts of
actions promising two different destinies in the future.185 The statements of the
Upaniùads expressing the transformations of man according to the conduct186 were
distinctly made visible inclusive of the afterlife of man in the concept of the two
paths.187
Moon appears as a resort to all the Souls on the way of transmigration its
waxing and waning connected with the arrival and departure of the Souls188
On account of the deeds and the knowledge, the Soul either takes rebirth in
various lokas or being free from the circuit of transmigration on account of
knowledge ultimately reaches the world of Brahman.
v.

Remains of Work and Divinations
Actions of man remain in a seed form, fructifying in future in form of rebirths

came to be a notion, strengthened in this period. Though, the insistence on outer
cosmic sources as means to indicate future is lessened in the Upaniùads. Prior to
which, traits of such instances occur in the âraõyaka literature, though in the
Upaniùads the mechanism of dreams is excavated to this effect, as a source of reliance
on future and chiefly to decipher the past works of man which became a regularized
concept in the later period.
Chàndogya Upaniùad connects the success of a rite performed with some
desire to a certain dream.189 Whereas Br. Up. relate the objects in dreams as the
impressions of the past experiences190 thereby dream state is a kind of perception
expressed as the activity of the intellect visualized in the light of the self, the
substratum being in the human itself. Present birth believed as an outcome of previous
actions, became an indicatory mark of desires of past and the probable future in this
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period which formed the base of the later developed horà branch as also the concept
of daiva synthesized in the Puràõa literature. Though the present name and form is
believed a representation of the Immortal Principle.191

D. Vedàïga Period
Later to the Upaniùads, Jyotiùa appears in the post Vedic literature which is
inclusive of the Vedàïgas and the Dharma÷àstra texts. Jyotiùa comprised as one of the
six Vedàïgas (limbs of the Veda) is a development of this period. Practically utilized
for proper sacrificial and other rituals employed from the Veda is the chief identity of
Jyotiùa expressed in this period.
Karma in this period occurs chiefly in the systems expressing the man cosmos
connectivity and also in the Heterodox works. The subject matter of this period being
principally concerned with the teachings of the Veda, the correlation of Jyotiùa and
Karma coalesce the aspects dealt with earlier working on the exclusive authority of
the Veda.
1.

Ideology in the Vedàïga Period

i.

Idea of Sa§sàra
Rebirth or cycle of births and deaths which is one of the chief topics of the

Upaniùads is frequently addressed as Sa§sàra in the Dharma÷àstra. Whereas the
Upaniùads attempts to reach the endpoint of rebirth through knowledge and
emancipation using of the term Sa§sàra, though not very often occurs in an adverse
sense as an aftermath for an individual who fails to attain liberation192 which is a
principle topic there. They also place the activities of mind at the root of Sa§sàra193
which worked against Release. Whereas in the Smçti literature, whose foremost object
pertains to the duties (Dharma) to be performed by different Varõas and â÷ramas
actions come in a sense of obligation rather than of the nature of scrutiny as in the
Upaniùads. Here the word Sa§sàra carries the sense of gati or yoni194 and appears in
an established way with an adaptability on part of the culture as a consequence to be
faced its acceptance with a positive faith. Rebirth is yet believed an outcome of sin
leading to birth in various forms and regions.195
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ii.

Nature of Satya
Satya is eulogized even deified as Brahman, is believed as an ancient form of

Dharma and appears in numerous aspects in this period.196
iii. Sacrifices as Prakçti and Vikçti
Sacrifices come in the form of Prakçtis as well as Vikçtis, the basic model of
Dar÷apårõamàsa sacrifice a model for similar type of iùñis in this period. Also the
knowledge of parvan remain important in this period.197 The Polestar Dhruva is
believed as an emblem of constancy the thought displays an utility in most of the
Såtras.198

2. Jyotiþ÷àstra in the Vedàïga Period
i. As a Vedàïga
According to the extant texts of Jyotiþ÷àstra, this period constitutes the second
period of the development of Jyotiþ÷àstra following the Veda period and is termed as
the Vedàïga period.199
ii. Early Form of Jàtaka
The earlier Sa§hitàs of Garga, Parà÷ara and others come under this period.200
The Siddhàntas, exclusively based on the Gaõita branch of Jyotiþ÷àstra start
appearing at the ending boundary of this period.
The Kalpasåtras and rest of the literature on Dharma÷àstra constitute the texts
on Jyotiùa in this period. Rà÷is (zodiac signs), and Vàra (weekdays) were not yet
introduced to the scheme of Jyotiþ÷àstra, months being addressed as Caitra and the
rest, this period201 bifurcates from the later one though with a manual intervention
compared to the self existent absolute authority of the Vedic scriptures is reliant on
the Vedic passages202 and thereby indigenous whereas the later period shows the
admixture of foreign elements.
iii. Vedàïga Jyotiùa: Treatise on Astronomy
The Vedàïga Jyotiùa which is the earliest extant text on Jyotiùa happens to be
of this period. It deals with the positions of the Sun and the Moon with reference to
the Nakùatras, without any reference to Ràsi divisions or Planets (Grahas), relates the
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solar and the lunar months. It also deals with the Adhimàsa, Tithikùaya and such
topics essential for the purpose of rituals. The year began with Udagayana in Vedàïga
Jyotiùa whereas with Vasanta in the other texts of the similar period. The terms as
Måhurta, Kùana occur in the other Vedàïgas.203
iv. Divisions of Time from Truñi to Yuga
The Artha÷àstra refers to several divisions of time from Truñi to Yuga and
equals an Ahoràtra to thirty Muhårtas without referring hours.204
The concept of four Yugas appear in the Epics and the Manusmçti.205
Yàj¤avalkya mentions a Grahayaj¤a, also the concept of Devaloka and the path of the
Pitçs206 occur in this period.
The Nakùatra system fixed as 27 in number is an acceptance in this period
with the disappearance of Abhijit expressed in a myth in the Vanaparva (230. 2-11).

3. Karma in the Vedàïga period
i. In the Systems
Karma in this period chiefly lies in the Philosophical Systems. It is in this
period where Karma became one of the prime topics of enquiry of the subject raised
by the Upaniùads as a prominent factor to keep the Individual âtman in the cycle of
rebirth. This period is important in the evolution of Karma for if the Upaniùads
established Karma as a cosmic law of causation, subjective to ethical retribution, it is
this period which enhanced its deterministic nature, bringing forth forcefully the angle
of daiva as an ‘effect’ placing man at an inescapable receiving end, equally made
Karma a law of personal responsibility and self-effort. On account of the
comprehensive study in this period, Karma emerged as a doctrine, its operation
studied from two interconnected perspectives, universal and individual.
Amongst the systems, the Vedànta and the Sà§khya dealt with the cosmic
aspect of Karman, the Vedànta system believed the embodiment of the Jãva basically
non-different from Supreme âtman whereas the Sà§khya project dual entities the
Prakçti and the Puruùa behind the origination of the world though they commonly
propound the origination of Karma due to ignorance. Karma is deemed a Nimitta
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(efficient cause) for the origination of a new body and life.207 The concept of apårva
was also formulated which decided the formation of future of the Soul, the time lapse
between the act and the result joined by the potency created by the act serving as a
connecting link.208 The birth, life and the happiness and the sufferings the Jãva
undergoes came to be understood as the result of past actions of an individual.209
ii.

In the Smçtis
The Smçtis varigate Karma in various types, Pa¤camahàyaj¤as210 are activities

distinct from moral acts whereas also from sacrifices which are considered as a
Dharma or a religious duty. The Nitya and Naimittika ones were essential to destroy
the previous sins.211 Gãtà prescribed actions, yaj¤a, tapa and dàna were declared as
purificatory ones.212 Karma of two kinds, Pravçtti, concerned with happiness in
present world and heaven and Nivçtti concerned with salvation existed in this
period.213 The teachings of the Upaniùads were reconciled in this period and liberation
from the worldly existence by means of various modes of Karma were adopted.
The Epics believed Karma as a causative force, the past actions surface in the
present life was a belief thus daiva takes a prominent position in this period.214
Equally the importance of human effort is expressed in the Yàj¤avalkya Smçti.215
iii. In the Heterodox Sects
In the Heterodox Sects, the Jainas believed Karma as material whereas the
Buddhist presented it in the form of a bãja. According to the Jainas, the material form
of Karman, Pudgala operate through body, mind and speech. Intent is not a
precondition for incurring sins. The soul of the form of illumination and perfect
knowledge inheres the capacity to attract matter which leads to the formation of a

Karmaõa øarãra which leads to rebirth in various forms. With such an explanation of
the operation of Karma, the freedom from the bonds of Karma is said to by means of

Sa§vara.216 The Buddhist believed Karma as primarily mental the three aspects of
Karma kàya, vàcã and manokamma217 are primarily considered the outcome of will
orientation. Karma is said to be the cause of inequality in human, the diversity arising
on account of the variety of trùnà, thereby a sense of personal responsibility is made
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an aspect of Karma. Transference of Karma is also a topic treated by the Buddhist
schools.
The flow or the motion of Karma is also one of the aspects of Karma in the
Heterodox sects, the gati (motion) accorded as per the conduct of the individual.218
The consequence of present actions are resultant in the future births as moral
actions of the present are not connected to the caste of a person,219 Jàti believed as an
outcome of past actions. Rather the overall destiny of a human is believed a merit and
demerit of his past. Rebirth is declared as dependent on niyati and not on one’s
(present) deeds.220
In the post-Vedic, the latent impressions of the past Karmas are believed an
important factor in the formation of future.

4.

Correlation in the Vedàïga Period

i.

Auspicious Times and Actions
In this period actions were performed on auspicious times derived from the

positions of Sun and Moon in various Nakùatras. Auspicious Nakùatras and Seasons
were important in the Såtras which followed the Bràhmaõas for sacrifices and other
ritual works. Tithis were rarely mentioned, Rà÷is and Weekdays find no mention in
the Såtras and Smçtis.
The Såtras deal with appropriate periods for setting up of the sacred fires221
derived from Seasons and also from Moon in conjunction with specific Nakùatras.
The precise time for offering Agnihotra,222 the position of the New and Full Moon for
Dar÷apårõamàseùñhi,223 the seasonal sacrifices connected with the Seasons in the
year,224 continue in this period. The Agniùñoma225 concerned with specific times of the
day and the Pravargya rite,226 a Sun spell also continue in the Såtras, as also the
A÷wamedha227 performed for a specific period.
Nakùatras were generally in use for all sorts of purposes Agricultural activities
were suggested on various Nakùatras.228 âpDS.229connects Puùya Nakùatra with
prosperity. âtharvaõa-Jyotiùa mentions acts to be or not to be done on nine groups of
Nakùatras.230 Nakùatra scheme is also present in Vaikhànasasmàrtasåtra. Nakùatras
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and their deities were specifically important231 and Moon in certain Nakùatra was
connected with actions.232 The Gçhya and Dharmasåtras mention auspicious times for
domestic rites. Nakùatras were related to Sa§skàras.233 New and Full Moon offerings
find mention.234 Occasional offerings to Nakùatras also occur in the literature of this
period.235
ii. Divinations and Countermeasures
Omens provided with øàntis (ritual countermeasures) occur commonly in the
Såtra literature. Birds as owl236 and pigeon237 as birds of omen continue in this period.
Birds apart form visitors to the dwellings of gods also fly to the world of the pitçs is
recorded.238 Countermeasures were employed for ant heaps239 and for diseases, for
dreams and for utpàtas as well.240
Planets gave the foreknowledge of rainfall and the sprouting of seeds,241Ràhu
and Ketu were portendous with a tendency for destruction.242 Astral omens concerned
with rainfall and diseases were persued and the characteristies of individual by Moon
posited in Nakùatras for a probable future were studied.243 The position of planets was
established in relation with the Nakùatras at the time of the Mahàbhàrata war. Planets
were revered in this period

they being first mentioned in the Baudhàyana

Dharmasåtra.244
iii. Rebirth and Karmavipàka
Apart from the performance of ritual actions on auspicious on part of the
correlation times, flourished the concept of daiva explained in the philosophical
literature of this period. The idea of rebirth as a consequence of the past actions put
forth by the Upaniùads develops in this period as to the reading and rectifying of the
future from the manifested birth of the individual with the aid of the correlation
Daiva is the manifested actions of previous birth.245 The development of this
concept is also evident in the Ràmàyaõa and Mahàbhàrata.246 That it fructifies with the
agency of time (Kàla) and that the creatures go through the cycle of existence in
accordance with their Karma as a part of the law of nature is also expressed.247 Karma
as born of the guõas of Prakçti and that the Varõas are created on the basis of the
guõas (inherent qualities) and Karmas (actions/deeds) is also an expression.248
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Amongst the Jyotiùa texts of this period, the âtharvaõa Jyotiùa express the acts
to be done on Nakùatras and the characteristic of the individual born on specific
nakùatras. Also the Jàtaka texts existing in their earliest form in this period are
concerned with the past actions of man.
iv. Actions and Gati
The subject of the motion of the Jãva after death connected to the actions in
present life is traced by the Upaniùads and accordingly is pursued by the Smçti
literature. Nirukta states on the gati of Jãva249 Manusmçti accords hell as a punishment
for sinners and the later rebirth accordingly.250 The Gãtà251 follows the Upaniùads on
the topic of paths, related to the øukla and the Kçùõagati, the Mahàbhàrata and the
Yàj¤avalkya Smçti refers to them.252 Vision of this motion by means of motion of the
cosmic light bodies constitute the correlation.

E. Varàha Period
This period begins form the Christain Era overlapping the Smçti period,
extends precisely from the 3rd C. A.D. and covers the Medieval period.
With regard to Jyotiùa, this period markedly distinguishes from the prior ones
due to the additions of foreign elements, especially the Greek, to the native structure
of Jyotiþ÷àstra. A clear-cut branching of Jyotiþ÷àstra in its three branches, the
Siddhànta, Sa§hità and Horà is evident in this period, the Siddhàntas based on the
Gaõita part of Jyotiùa and the Jàtaka based Horà texts being the chief texts of this
period.
Karma appears chiefly in the Puràõa literature, in the commentaries to the
Philosophical texts and in the Dharma÷àstras. Karma as a theory is already established
in this period, most of its prior aspects retained and reformed.
Jyotiþ÷àstra being highly influenced by Greek Astronomy and Astrology
which is completely devoid of the concept of Karman the correlation of Jyotiùa and
the doctrine of Karma of this period concentrated in its Horà branch to combine
Horoscopy with the actions of past lives. Present birth considered as a Karmavipàka,
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rectificatory actions for birth on certain Nakùatras and Muhårtas in the form of
Samskàras is the chief form of correlation.
Text on all the three branches of Jyotiþ÷àstra are composed by Varàha, they
being extant and popular till date. His Sa§hità and Horà texts deal with
characteristics of cosmos and human as also with the past actions of man thereby
coined as Varàha period.

1. Ideology in the Varàha Period
i. Regarding Rebirth
The belief of rebirth on account of sins continue in this period.253 Kàla and
Karma as also Svabhàva came to be held responsible for creation of a new life.254 The
belief that the fruits of actions whether good or evil were to be undergone became
prevalent.255
In case of øakunas the element of faith became equally important while
performing rectificatory rites as also øakunas came to be viewed more rationally.256
ii. Regarding Karma
Karma surfaced from ignorance (avidyà)257 resulting in existence in various
states was a belief as also Vrata as a means to secure various lokas was believed.
Karma is equated with god.258 Also the causation of nature and time is an
acceptance.259

2.

Jyotiþ÷àstra in the Varàha Period

i.

Rà÷is, Weekdays and Planets
Rà÷is, Weekdays and Planets mark their existence in this period.260 Rà÷is and

especially Planets occur with astrological significance related to the Jàtaka branch, the
Planets though mentioned earlier in the Vedavedàïga period hardly convey any
Astrology.
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ii.

Growth of Siddhàntas
The Sa§hitàs of Garga, Parà÷ara and a few of the ancient Siddhàntas existed

prior to this period yet a clear development related to a distinct branching of
Jyotiþ÷àstra is evident specifically in this period.
The Gaõita branch of Jyotiþ÷àstra shows a steady growth in this period
beginning form the initial five Siddhàntas to the most distinguished Siddhàntas of
Aryabhañña (476 AD), Brahmagupta upto Bhàskaràcarya (1124 A.D.) later to which
Jyotiþ÷àstra wholly centered around Astrology out of which it had originally
sprung.261
iii. Decline of Sa§hità Branch
The importance of Sa§hità Skandha gradually declined after Sripati (960 AD)
though its Muhårta branch became popular after 1300 A.D. with the introduction of
Tàjika branch of Arabic influence which is prevalent till date.
iv. Horà Branch Integrated with Greek Astrology
The Horà branch integrated with Greek terminology of Horoscopy appear in
this period though the views of the Yavanas are frequently contrasted. The conception
of the Houses of Greek Astrology, appear as bhàvas in the Indian Counterpart in the
sense of being or becoming or the innate disposition262 of an individual and his future
in accordance with that. Also expressive in terms of past actions of man is Horà÷àstra
providing a vision of the actions of past lives of an individual thereby throwing a
focus on the journey of the Jãvàtman.
Opinions differ as to placing either Vedàïga Jyotiùa or Varàha at the midpoint
of the developmental history of Jyotiþ÷àstra though both can be termed as milestones
of the journey of Jyotiùa. The text of the Vedàïga Jyotiùa being the first of the extant
texts on Jyotiùa display the practical utility of the subject as also exhibits its
indigenous structure. While Varàha’s texts exist on all the three branches of
Jyotiþ÷àstra along with commentaries of Utpala, they give an access to the
predecessors of the subject also on one hand reveal the pure Indian nature of Jyotiùa
whereas on the other presents its admixture with the Greek elements.
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In terms of the correlation, the Vedàïga Jyotiùa is a proof of the times when
the future of an individual was to be achieved by performing ritual actions on specific
times guarantying one such a future and promoting self effort. Whereas the texts of
Varàha show a bifurcated development displaying Jyotiùa as a window to the past
actions of men and thereby the vision of future tendencies and actions connected with
auspicious times for rectifications and sa§skàra rites.

3. Karma in the Varàha period
i. Cause of all Activity
Karma is believed the cause of all activity in this period.263
ii. As human actions
In concern with human, Karma is the cause of happiness and unhappiness.264
Birth, length of life and death is due to past actions is expressed in this period.265 Evil
actions are the cause of diseases, the root of all unhappiness is believed to be Karmas
in this period.266 Birth of various classes is due to deeds as also heaven and hell
though heaven is believed as a temporary abode.267 Mokùa along with Karma is also a
topic of elaborate discussion.268

4. Correlation in the Varàha period
i. Divinations
Divinations form a part of the correlation of this period. The meaning of
øakuna as forewarning of the impending events conveyed by prognostications from
birds and other means is a common practice. Such prognosticators as the falling of
lizards, movements of body parts, dreams, sign while on journey or invasions, sorts of
Utpàtas are interpreted in the literature of this period.269 The causes of earthquakes are
studied.270 Also øakunas are viewed as a means of knowledge of actions of past life.271
ii. Characteristics of an Individual
Reading of the characteristics of an individual from the Rà÷i at birth and his
future by means of Horoscopes is a common trait of the correlation of this period.
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Nakùatras and their characteristics are also a topic of study to understand the
characteristics of an individual as also for the performance of ritual actions. The study
of parvans is also of significance.272
iii. Relative Time Planes
Seemingly as a representation of the activity of the qualityful Brahman the
relative calculations of time find mention. The time calculations related to human,
pitçs as also divine are expressed. Conversions of Manvantaras into Kalpa equivalent
to a day of Brahma occur.273 Time is defined with the theories of Yuga also the idea of
Timelessness of the universe simultaneously exist.274 The two forms of time, subtle as
well as great find mention of which the latter is measured by the motion o the Planets
in this period.275 Various aspects of Planets connected with Astrology were studied
and held an applicatory value, inclusive of their forms and characteristics correlating
with the individual.276
iv. Daiva and Puruùakàra
Karma bears two forms in this period thereby the co-relation with Jyotiùa
occurs in two ways. Daiva and Puruùakàra are equally powerful in deciding the life
span of an individual. Karma is the prime cause of origin and existence of living
beings and diseases in this period.277 The factor of Daiva is dealt with the Jyotiùa texts
as the vision of the past actions.
As of Puruùakàra, Sun worship remains prominent in this period.278 Rituals
related to Sun and øàntihomas were fixed on the parvans.279 Actions on the lords of
Tithis, Nakùatras and Months were arranged for Sa§skara rites.280 Rectificatory
actions were arranged on specific times to avoid the evil influence of Planets,281 øa¤ti
rites for various sorts of øakunas as Utpàta and Nimitta also occur. The
Viùnudharmottara record predictions related to eclipses.282 Actions related to
Sa§skàras and øànti rites prominently occur in this period.
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Concluding Remarks
Sa§hità Period
Observation of nature for inferring human future is a common practice in the
Sa§hità period. Light and nature deities constitute the chief cosmic forms in this
period especially the early RV, whose qualities and actions are an amalgamation of
human nature and actions. Certain cosmic actions are deemed inauspicious pertaining
to which countermeasures are employed. However, the study of cosmic characteristics
and cosmic order brought forth by the heavenly bodies and arranging ritual actions on
cosmic time is the primary aspect of the correlation of Jyotiùa and Karma of the
Sa§hità period.
The idea of survival of human existence after physical death exists and actions
in present life decide the future discourse or after life is believed in the Sa§hitàs
pertaining to which cosmic divisions as heaven as well as hell appear in the literature.
Exploration of the cosmic screen to this effect also occurs as a part of the correlation
in the later RV.
Ideal future pertained to the path of light. Darkness being a condemned idea
calculation of time on the motion of Sun and Moon and arrangement of sacrificial
actions for the obtainment of such a future leading to the path of light necessitated the
fusion of Jyotiùa and Karma in the Sa§hitàs in accordance with which a systematic
and organized worship of nature is formulated and continues till the end of the
Sa§hità period.
Bràhmaõa Period
The study of natural characteristics and actions continue in the Bràhmaõas.
Human actions are performed for material joys also belief in the existence of heaven
as a place for rewards of sacrificial works where as hell as darkness where the evil
doers are punished sustain in this period.
Ritual actions performed in present were deemed essential for creation of
future of man. Long life, heaven and immortality continued to be desired by man for
which actions based on the order of heavenly bodies were arranged. Proper time
derived by the actions of luminaries is associated with rituals though there is not
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much Astronomy in the Bràhmaõas Nakùatras are connected to deities which play a
subordinate role in the Bràhmaõas compared to the Sa§hitàs.
Sacrificial act being principle, the central role of Agni as a connecting medium
between man and nature continues. Worship is yet natural as stars are still believed as
the temples in which gods reside (Tai.Brà.I.2.5.11, øat.Brà.XIV.3.2.). The chief form
of worship is of the single creator god Prajàpati in whom all deities are unified since
RV.X.121. Time is equated with Prajàpati and actions are arranged on his joints
which are cosmic points created by the motion of Sun and Moon. Equally important is
the beginning of the Nakùatra System marked in the Kçttikàs observed as never
swerving from the East. Viùuva as the middle of the sacrificial sattra and Sun being in
the zone of the gods and the fathers indicate that sacrificial actions arranged on the
cosmic order served an intellectual basis to the explanatory and mythological
character of the Bràhmaõas.
èta, the order of heavenly light bodies has come as Satya in the Bràhmaõas
which is equated with the sacrifices. The moral nature of Varuõa celebrated by
Prajàpati in this period also reflects in sacrificial actions as morality yet coincides
with ritual works. The effort to provide a physical natural basis to time and desire in
the form of Prajàpati is also an important development as well as a practice. These
instances and such statements as the knowledge of time makes one sinless, or leads
one to heaven displays that the following of cosmic actions through rituals was an
intentional business, carried on to subserve a definite purpose related to human for
which the correlation worked.
Upaniùad Period
In an effort to expose the nature of the cosmos and man’s place in it, the
correlation in the Upaniùads chiefly worked to make understand the nature of the
abstract principle âtman behind the visible workings of the universe. âtman being of
the nature of light, visible light forms served as symbols to the understanding of the
nature of the supreme principle in this period.
Being an unchangeable principle expressed by the term Satya as eternal, the
correlation proceeds to explain the original principle by the theory of name, form and
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action. The visible activity a representation of the immortal principle being covered
by the reality of names and forms is also a vision of the ordered activity of Brahman
by means of ‘time’ displayed by the order of the cosmic light forms work on which is
a way to Brahman.
The projection of a sphere beyond time is also a subject matter of the
Upaniùads, the correlation extends to explain the qualityless Brahman, its light form
visualized in a dream.
The Upaniùads with the concept of rebirth and transmigration led the
correlation of Jyotiùa and Karman to the theory of Karmavipàka as to the vision of the
past actions. As also the realization of Brahman for the unity of the Brahman âtman
connected the correlation of perception to the activity to knowledge.
Vedàïga Period
Jyotiùa was a subject of considerable respect (Gautama Dharmasutra XI. 1213, 15-16) in the Vedàïga period whereas Karma was emerging as a doctrine of
human ethics and the duties concerned with it. The correlation of Jyotiùa and Karman
of this period is relevant with deriving times for rituals and with the vision of past
actions of man and his probable future. More so post-Upaniùads it is connected with
the evaluation of human actions, physical as well as moral on the cosmic background.
A focus on the present birth of man as a manifested link to his past actions and
thereby his future is evident, for which the teachings of the culture in the form of
Dharma to be followed inclusive of work on time for certain rectificatory and
essential actions constitute the chief form of the correlation of this period.
Varàha Period
Natural cosmic action connected to the past actions of man is evident in the
Varàha-period. Genethlialogy connected to the daiva aspect of Karma is a regular
practice as also Karma and Punarjanma linked by means of horoscopy are the most
salient features of the Varàha period.
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Significance.
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118.

àOmn{Vd£ `kñVpñ_Ýgd} H$m_m… gd©__¥VËd_²& Kauù. Brà. XIII.1

119.

àOmn{V… g§dËgamo _hmÝH$…& Tai. Brà. 3.10.1 g§dËga Ed àOmn{V& øat. Brà. 1.6.3.

120.

øat. Brà. 1.6.3. Bhàratãya Jyotiùa÷àstra p. 49.

121.

Man born in a world made by himself. Kauù. Brà.26.3., øat. Brà. VI.2.2.27.

122.

EH$qde_oVXhén`pÝV {dfwdÝV§ _Ü`o g§dËgañ`& Ait. Brà. IV. 18.; Ekavi§÷a equated with
âditya in Ait. Brà 18.18., Also Viùuva equated with Puruùa. Ait. Brà. 18.22.

123.

Tàõóya Bràhmaõa IV. 6.3-13; IV. 7.1.

124.

Dikshit asserts the connection of Jyotiþ÷àstra and Vedànta in this statement.
Bhàratãya Jyotiùa÷àstra p. 69.

125.

Satya as Brahma. Bç. Up. V. 5.1.

126.

Bç. Up. I. 4.14.

127.

gdª ¼pëdX§ ~«h_& Chàn Up. III. 14.1.

128.

AgVmo _m gÒ_`, V_gmo _m Á`mo{VJ©_`, _¥Ë`mo_m©_¥V§ J_`o{V& Bç. Up. I. 3.28.

129.

Tai. Up. III.1.

130.

Bç. Up.I. 6.3, II. 1.20.

131.

AZoZ OrdoZ AmË_Zm AZwà{dí`& Chàn Up. VI. 3.2.

132.

øat. Brà. 10.6.3.; Chàn Up. III. 14.1.

133.

Ah§ ~«÷mpñ_& Bç. Up. I. 4.10.

134.

Kauù Up. I. 2.

135.

Bç. Up. IV. 4.5-7.

136.

Bç. Up. III. 2.13, IV. 3.15.

137.

Kañha Up. II.3.14-15.

138.

Chàn. Up. VII. 1.2., VII.7.1.

139.

Bç. Up. VI. 3.1.

140.

Muõó. Up. I. 1.5.

141.

Bç. Up. IV. 4.22. declare Veda studies in the form of sacrifices and such as a preconditional phase for the knowledge of Brahma.

142.

Chàn. Up. VII.24.1

143.

Chàn. Up. III. 11.5.

144.

Ait. Up. III.2.
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145.

Bç. Up. III. 8.9.

146.

Bç. Up. II. 3.

147.

Á`mo{Vê$n_gm¡ MÝÐ…& Bç. Up. I. 5.13.

148.

øvetà. Up. VI. 5. Expresses the First Principle as beyond three times.

149.

Bç. Up. I. 2.4.

150.

Z¡Z§ nwam H$mbmËàmUmo Ohm{V& Bç. Up. II. 1.10.
Z¡Z§ nwam H$mbmÝ_¥Ë`wamJÀN>{V& Bç. Up. II. 1.12.
Zmo Ed ñd`§ Zmñ` àOm nwam H$mbmËg§_moh_o{V& Kauù. Up. IV. 12.
Zmo Ed ñd`§ Zmñ` àOm nwam H$mbmËà_r`Vo& Kauù. Up. IV. 13.

151.

øat. Brà. I. 7.3.3.

152.

AV. XIX. 53.10. as First Principle AV. XIX. 53 & 54.

153.

H$mb… ñd^mdmo {Z`{V`©X²ÀN>m ^yVm{Z `mo{Z… nwê$f B{V {MÝË`_² øvetà. Up. I. 2.

154.

Bç. Up. I. 2.4.

155.

`oZmd¥V§ {ZË`{_X§ {h gdª k… H$mbH$mamo JwUr gd©{dÚm…& øvetà. Up. VI. 2.

156.

^yV§ ^dØ{dî`{_{V gd©_moL²>H$ma Ed& `ƒmÝ`pËÌH$mbmVrV§ VXß`moL²>H$ma Ed& Màõóåkya Upaniùad.

157.

gd} {Z_ofm O{kao {dÚwV… nwéfmX{n& Vàj. Sa§. 32.2 and Mahànàrayaõa Upaniùad I. 8.

158.

Time divisions in terms of day of Brahma, Viùõu Puràõa VI. 3.11-12.; Gītà IV. 8. as
the recreation of the Supreme Form in every Yuga.

159.

Mai.Up. VI. 14-15.

160.

Muõó. Up. 1.2.6.

161.

Chànd. Up. IV. 12.2; 13.2.

162.

Kañha Upaniùad I. 1.17, I÷a Upaniùad 11.

163.

Bç. Up. VI. 2.16; Pra÷na Up. I. 9; Chàndogya Upaniùad V. 10.3.; Muõó. Up.1.2.10.

164.

Kañha Up. 3.2. takes it in a positive sense as a way to Brahman, Demerits of
sacrifices Chàn Up. I. 10-12, IV. 1-3.

165.

Bç. Up. I. 4.7.; Chàn Up. III. 14.1, I. 9.1.

166.

Bç. Up. I. 1.1.

167.

Bç. Up. IV. 4.5.

168.

Birth in various forms as Devas, Pitçs, Gandharvas, the disparity as a consequence of
Karma. Chàn. Up. 4.15.5.
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169.

Bç. Up. I. 5.16.

170.

Kauù. Up. 1.4; Muõó. Up. III. 1.5.

171.

Chàn Up. VIII. 4.1.

172.

Kañha Up. I.2.5., II. 3.14-15; Bç. Up. IV. 4.7; Muõó. Up. III. 1.6. and III. 2.1,2.

173.

Bç. Up. II. 4.5.

174.

Chàn. Up. 7.1.2.

175.

Bç. Up. III. 7. 3-23.

176.

Chàn. Up. V. 11.

177.

Chàn. Up. III. 1-11, III. 19.1.

178.

Bç. Up. VI. 4.21.

179.

Maitri Upaniùad VI. 14,15.

180.

Bç. Up. V. 5.2.

181.

Chàn. Up. V. 4. and Bç. Up. VI. 2.

182.

Duessen, The Philosophy of the Upanishads, p. 265.

183.

Kauù Up. i. 4.

184.

Bç. Up. I. 5.16.; Chàn Up. 2.23.

185.

Pra÷õopaniùad I. 9-11.

186.

Kauù. Up. III. 8.; Bç. Up. III. 2.13.

187.

Chàn Up. V. 10.2; Bç. Up. VI. 2.15,16.; Kauù Up. I. 3.

188.

Kauù. Up. II.8.

MÝÐ_g_od Vo gd} JÀN>pÝV& or EVÛ¡ ñdJ©ñ` bmoH$ñ` Ûma§ `ƒÝÐ_m…& Kauù. Up.

I.2.
189.

Chàn. Up. V. 2.8.

190.

øaïkaràcàrya on Bç. Up. II. 1.18.

191.

Bç. Up. I. 6.

192.

Kañha Upaniùad III. 7; øvetà. Up. VI. 16.

193.

Muktikà Upaniùad II. 37.

194.

Manusmçti XII. 52, 54, 70.

195.

Manusmçti XII. 54-59, Yàj. Smç III. 131., 206-215.

196.

øàntiparva. 162. 4,5,7-9.; Manusmçti V. 106.

197.

Gobhilagçhyasåtra I. 5.13.
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198.

âpGS.i.7.22.; HGS i. 7.22.14.

199.

Jyotiùa as one of the Vedàïgas exists in the Smçtis, Itihàsa and perhaps the older of
the Puràõas if any existing in this period. The period extends from 800 B.C. to 300
A.D. H/o Dh. Vol. V. 1., p. 484. Diksit marks the Vedàïga period from 1500-500
prior to the øaka Era. Bhàratãya Jyotiùa÷àstra p. 139-140.

200.

H/o Dh. V.1., p. 579.

201.

Bifurcated from the next one on the criteria of Rà÷is and Weekdays Bhàratãya
Jyotiùa÷àstra, p. 139.

202.

Mãm. Så. I. 3. 3-4.

203.

Nirukta 31.14.

204.

Artha÷àstra II. 20.

205.

Manusmçti I. 65-67,69-70.

206.

Bhàratãya Jyotiùa÷àstra, p. 103, 107.

207.

øàïkarabhàùya on Brahmasåtra 3.1.2,8.

208.

øàbàra Bhàùya 4.3.27.

209.

Yogasåtra II. 13.

210.

Manusmçti III. 68-69, Viùnusmçti 58. 18-25.

211.

Tantravàrttika I.3.29.

212.

Gãtà 3.8., 18. 5-7.

213.

Manusmçti XII. 88-89.

214.

X¡d_² Ed na_ _Ý`o, nm¡éf§ Vw {ZaW©H$_²& Ràmàyaõa I. 57.21.; Mahàbhàrata 2.52.18, Also
Diùña (appointed way) Mbh. 2. 51.25, 2.52.14.

215.

Ed_² nwéfH$maoU {dZm X¡d Z {gÜ`{V& Yàj. Smç. I. 247.

216.

Sa§vara is the stoppage of new Karma by means of austerities thereby is expressed
as a cause of liberation (Sarvadar÷ana-Sa§graha 15.23.). Also by means of Nirjarà or
destruction of accumulated Karmas through austerities. Uttaràdhyàyanasåtra
29.12.16.

217.

Majjhimanikàya 20.60.

218.

On

retributive

rebirths,

Majjhimanikàya

Uttaràdhyayanasåtra 3. 3-4.
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135;

gati

in

various

lokas

219.

Majjhimanikàya 149.150.

220.

Makkhali Gosàla in Dãgha II. 19.20.

221.

âpøS. v.3.2-20

222.

âpøS. vi.1.2.

223.

âpøS. i-iii.

224.

âpøS. viii; vi. 4.7-9.

225.

âpøS. xiv. 8-12.

226.

âpøS. iv. 6,7.,xi 2.5.

227.

âpøS. xx.;

228.

Jyeùñhà (Pàraskarasåtra 2.16), Also â÷GS 3.5; â÷GS.- 2.1.1.

229.

II. 8.18-20.

230.

Dikshit includes âtharvaõa-Jyotiùa in this period. It has week days but

no zodiac

signs, also carries the roots of the further developed Jàtaka branch. Bhàratãya
Jyotiùa÷àstra p. 99.
231.

ZjÌXodVm EVm EVm{^`kH$_m©{U& `O_Zñ` emók¡Zm©_ ZjÌO§ ñ_¥V_²&& JV (RV) verse 28.

232.

Yàj. Smç. I. 180.

233.

â÷GS I. 17.1, 4.1.; Manusmçti II. 30, 36; Yàj. Smç. I.14.

234.

â÷GS i.10.5., âpGS.vii.17.

235.

øGS. i. 25.5, PGS. iii. 2.3.

236.

HGS i.17.3

237.

â÷GS III. 7.7.

238.

BDS ii. 8.14.9,10.

239.

øGS V.11.10.

240.

øGS V. 6; KàøS. 25.11.20.

241.

Artha÷àstra II. 24.

242.

amhþHo$Vy `WmH$meo C{XVm¡ OJV… j`o& Karõaparva 87.92.

243.

øàrdulakarõàvadana 61,62.

244.

Yàj. Smç. I. 306. BDS ii. 5.9.9.

245.

Yàj. Smç. I. 349.

246.

Ràmàyaõa 2.19.16,19,20,22., Mahàbhàrata 13.6.47.
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247.

Mahàbhàrata 12.217.32,33,45,53., Gãtà 18.61.

248.

Gãtà 3.5, 4.13, 18.41.

249.

Bhàratãya Jyotiùa÷àstra, p. 34.

250.

Manusmçti XII. 54-69.

251.

Gãtà VIII. 26.

252.

øàntiparva 26. 8-10; Yàj. Smç. III.197.

253.

Brahma Puràõa 217. 37-110.

254.

Bhàgawata Puràõa II. 5.34.

255.

Padma Puràõa II. 81.48., 94.118, 94.13,15.

256.

Utpala on Bçhat Sa§hità 45.4, Also Veõãsa§hàra II. 15.

257.

Bhàgawata Puràõa III. 32.38.

258.

âdipuràõa IV. 37.

259.

Bçhat-Sa§hità (I.7.) on the line of øvetà. Up. VI. 1.

260.

Weekdays were derived by Indians from the Chaldeans or the Greeks, between 100
BC to 100 AD. History of Dharma÷àstra, V. 1, p. 679,681.

261.

The History of Indian Literature, p. 263.

262.

Apte 403; also as spread /stretch, as cosmic man spread similarly bhàva of individual.

263.

Vàyupuràõa 31.42.

264.

Padma Puràõa II. 94.2-3.

265.

Brahmavaivarta Puràõa II. 24.17.; Màrkaõóeya Puràõa X. 64.

266.

Skanda Puràõa III. 2.5. 15-16.; Màrkaõóeya Puràõa 92.15.; Caraka Sa§hità IV.
1.116.

267.

Padma Puràõa II. 94.14., Viùõu Puràõa VI. 5.50-52.

268.

Viùõu Puràõa VI. 7.73, Kurma Puràõa I. 31.30; Brahmavaivarta Puràõa IV. 1.4-6.

269.

Vasantaràja øakuna Chap. 17, verses 1-22., Bçhadyogayàtra XIII. 110; Màrkaõóeya
Puràõa 40. 1-33. Caraka Sa§hità Chap. 12.

270.

Brahma Puràõa 21. 23-24.

271.

Adbhutasàgara I. 6., Vasantaràja øakuna 20.7., Nimitta of Bhadrabàhu Chap. XIV.,
Bçhadyogayàtra 23.1.
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272.

Viùõu Puràõa III. 11. 118-119 define parvans, also Bç. Sa§. ii. 113 on astrological
portents of parvans.

273.

Viùnupuràõa VI. 3. 11-12.

274.

H/o Dh. V. 1. p. 693, 695; Time reckonings in the Nàrada Sa§hità III. 1-2; Also
commentary of øaïkaràcarya on Vedàntasåtra II. 1.36.

275.

Viùõudharmottara Puraõa I. 72.7.

276.

Sàràvali X. 116., Bç. Jà. II. 5-7, 8-11, 12, 14.

277.

Caraka Sa§hità I. 25. 1-15, III. 3.29.; IV. 1.116.

278.

Brahma Puràõa 29.61.

279.

Viùõudharmottara Puràõa 71.86.

280.

Bç. Sa§. Chap. 98., Nàrada Puràõa I. 56.133-135., Bçhadyogayàtra III. 1., Ratnamàla
II. 7-9., XIII. 2.

281.

Ratnamàla X. 15.

282.

I. 85.56.
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